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SECTION l
1. 0 COST TRADE STUDIES
A. Energy Conservation and Architectural Features
Energy conserving features were incorporated into the architectural design of
the NASA New Castlo solar hom y;. Thr primary areal: of concentration were;
• Glazing type and amount.
• Building insulation.
• Control of infiltration.
• Miscellaneous energy-conserving features.
Glass was used selectively in the design of the NASA New Castle solar home
to admit light and views while zninimi.zing detrimental effects of heat loss and
heat gain. The primary glazing areas face south, and the total window area
is only 10. 5 percent of the building wall area. Of this glazing, 61 percent
(or 160 square feet) occurs on the south elevation. Skylighting has been used
selectively to maximize the benefit of natural light while minimizing the glass
area. Windows used in the home are double -glazed units manufactured by
A.nde rsen Windows, Inc.
Building walls were of 2 x 6 construction with 6" foil-faced fiberglass batts.
A tongue and groove styrofoam sheathing is used, giving an overall wall "U"
value of 0, 04. The roof insulation consists of two baits of 6" fiberglass insula-
tion, with the lower-most batt being foil-faced, resulting in a "U" value of
0. 031.
Several techniques are used to control infiltration of outside air. Tongue and
groove styrofoam sheathing material has demonstrated effectiveness in control.
of infiltration on wall surfaces. Andersen window units were selected because
of quality construction and minimal infiltration. An entry vestibule is used,
which permits the users of the house to close the outer door before opening
the inner door, thus minimizing infiltration in this areaa.
Various other considerations were incorporated into the building design to
conserve energy. The building portions were arranged to present the largest
wall area facing south. This maxiinizes the benefits of solar gain during the
winter season and minimizes the detrimental effects of solar gain on the east
and west elevations during the summer period, The south wall is 1.5 times
the length of east or west walls. Studies have shown that this is the optimum
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building proportion for this climatic zone location. Berming is used selectively
on exterior walls to control infiltration and to reduce solar heat gain during
the summer. Attic space is adequately vented to minimize the impact of heat
loss from the backside of the collectors on the cooling load during the summer
portion of the year. In addition, water-saving fixtures are used to conserve
water as a natural resource and to save the energy required to provide
domestic hot water to the home.
B. Solar Heating System Design Year
A base year for solar and weather data was necessary to run computer simu-
lations for this solar Mating system and site location. The site, New Castle,
Pennsylvania, is located in the extreme western portion of that state. As
there is no weather deti; available for New Castle, Pennsylvania, nearby
cities for which data was avaiioLtt , were investigated. Cities on Lake Erie
were eliminated due to the effr,et ::f the lake on weather data, This reduced
the list of weather data locations to two, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, and
Columbus, Ohio. The weather data available from Pittsburgh dates from the
1950s; however, because of relatively high air pollution levels in Pittsburgh
during that time, the data would not provide a good simulation of conditions
present in New Castle. Columbus was found to be a very acceptable location
from which to obtain weather data. This was based on the following criteria:
• The effect of Lake Erie on Columbus weather should be similar to
that for New Castle.
0 The affect of local air pollution should also be similar.
• Weather data from the U.S. Army, Navy and Air Force shows that both
Columbus and New Castle have the same values for M% and 99%
design ambient temperatures, VF and -1°F respectively,
A Columbus weather tape for the year 1961 was found to be a close approxima-
tion of the normal heating season based on a calculation of yearly heating
degree days from the weather tape data. A calculation of the annual degree
days from the binned ambient temperature data from the 1961 Columbus weather
tape is shown in Table 1-1. The bin data was taken from Table 1-6. The
calculation indicates a total of 5088 degree days for 1961. This value compares
favorably with the normal yearly total of 5211 as stated in the ASHRAE Handbook,
1973 S^ .items.
Based on the above investigation, the Columbus weather tape for 1961 was
selected for use in computer simulations for the New Castle site.
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C. Solar Heating System Simulation and 02timization
The computer simulation for the Stillwater, Minnesota, site provided signifi-
cant data and performance trends that resulted in the elimination of several
variables for the New Castle, Pennsylvania, site. As a result, the following
system components and design parameters were determined as final selections
to be held constant for tradeoff of other variables:
• Collector tilt angle: 500 (New Castle is at 41°N latitude)
• Storage tank size: 1000 gallons
• Effectiveness of collector loop to water loop heat exchanger: 0. G
• Effectiveness of space heating coil: 0. G
• Flow rates - collector loop: 12 gpm
- water loop: 8 gpin
A computer simulation model for the building and the solar heating system
at the New Castle, Pennsylvania, site was developed. This provided system
performance data for the following:
• Indication of the affect of collector, area on yearly total solar
contribution.
• Tradeoff of storage tank temperature set points for heating from
storage mode, based on total solar contribution and auxiliary
energy consumption.
Collector Area Selection--The effect of collector area on solar contribution
can be seen in Figure 1.	 The baseline collector area of 504 square feet is
shown. As expected, the solar contribution declines sharply for smaller
collector areas and rises slowly for larger collector areas. A collector area
in the range of the baseline configuration of 504 square feet was chosen as a
reasonable compromise between architectual constraints and solar contribution.
Storage Tank Setpoint Temperature Selection--The tradeoff of storage tank
se point temperature was based on yearly total auxiliary energy consumption
by the following:
• Operation of the hydronic solar heating system
• Electrical input to the heat pump
• Electrical input to the auxiliary electric heating coil
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Figure 1, Solar Contribution vs. Colloctor Area
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Results are shown in Table 1-2 and 1-3, Table 1-2 shows the distribution of
space heating load and domestic; hot water load between solar and auxiliary
sources as a function of storage tank scq)oint temperature. g able 1-3 shows
the effect of storage tank setpoint temperature on yearly auxiliary energy
consumption for each subsystem and overall total. The pertinent data is
presented in Table 1-4 comparing percent of solar contributions and total
auxiliary energy consumption for the various storage tank setpofnts.
Inspection of the data shows that this is the optimum range of storage tank
setpoint tem ,  eratures and that the variation in auxiliary energy consumption
is only about 1% thru the range. Ba oo ora this data, a 100"F setpoint for
storage tank temperature was -iolected to f g rovioe the lowest auxiliary eller y
consumption and a total solar eontribulion of 53.0%.
Table 1-2 Yearly Space Treating and DI°TW Load
Supplied by 5nlar and Aux.Oiary Sources
Stora g;c Space DHW Solar Contribution uutput from Aux, Ln•rgy Sources
St!tpoibt Iltr^.	 Load load Spar+ 11t8. D11 1,41 Total Beat Pump Electric  Coil. D11W
Temt^ •:(F1 (!11lTU) (httiTU), (tits'Yl1), (tiHTl') (!tR'CI!) (Ht1TU (M8`[U_Le_^ _ET__U
100 48.3 21.0 'I 4 14.1 36	 7 22.9
3 0
6.7
95 48.3 21.0 M2 13.9 37A 22.2 2.9 7.0
90 48.3 21.0 24.0 13.6 37.6 21.4 2.9 73
Table 1-3 Yearly Auxiliary Lncr gy Consumption
1011 11 F 1)50F 90OF
Mode	 ^O2eri.tion 	 KWitlode Hours KW-111t5 Hours KW-HRS Hours KW-HRS
1	 Tdle	 N', 6894 112 OH14 170 6713 169
2	 Direct Heating;	 1,095 163 178 163 178 163 178
3	 Htg; From Storage	 7?`, 544 391+ (118 448 712 516
4	 Charge Storage	 t125 920 575 926 579 934 584
5	 Purge	 'rt;'i 212 124 412 124 .'12 124






Aux Mg.	 Llectric IlPatinij Coil 80 856 838







DHW Aux i liary Ene rgy
Total Aux. Energy Consimpi ion 7417 7462 7513
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Table 1-4. Yearly Performance Summary
Storago % Solor % Sol;tr % fit) Iin . `Pr,t;tI
	 Affix
SeLpoinL Contribution Contribution Contribution Lnert,y
Tem2.(OF^ Space heating DIN Total ^9W-URS
100 46.5% 68,1% 53.0% 7417
95 48.1% 66.5% 53.7% 7462
90 49.79. 65,07, 54.59, 7513
D. Component Selection
The component selection analysis done for the Stillwater, Minnesota, site
is valid for the New Castle site in several areas. Therefore, the following
component selections are the same: as those for Stillwater, Minnesota, site:
• DHW preheat, coil
Pipe insulation
• Storage tank insulation
• Pumps
• The Energy Transport Module will be the same as that for the
Stillwater, Minnesota, site, with the only difference being a different
control panel as required for the heat pump.
• The space heating coil will also be the same except for a different
enclosure to match the heat pump indoor unit.
This leaves the following component selections to be mark:
• Heat transfer fluid
• Domestic hot water heater
• Heat pump
• Electric heating coil
• Heat pump indoor unit blower performance
1-7
Heat Transfer Fluid ;election- Based on the anal ysis done for the Stillwater,
,vlinnesota, site, an aqueous ethylene g lyeol volution was selected as the heat
transfer fluid. The ambient ten , perature data from the weather tape was
binned as shown in Table 1-6. This indicates that the minin- l uni ambient
temperatures are in the -100F range. The freez i ng points of Dowtharm SR-1
solutions are shown in Table 1-5. This indicate, that, based on a minimum
ambient temperature of -100F, a 404. solution (minimum) is required. Due
to the low cost of a system of this size, a )Oi,,, :volution has been selected for
the collector loop to provide more than adequate protection against freezing.
Table 1-5 Freezing Paints of AgUVOLIs DoWtht?rzll till,-1 :solutions
501 , rime
a= by Vol Free.•flip
;p it-1 I'++tstr







Domestic Hot Vf ater tieater- Due to tll c; unavailability of natural gas for the
Now Castle site, the don3estic hot water will he an electric unit. Because
electric domestic hot water heaters have a lower recovery rate a 52-gallon
model was selected, having a 4500-watt upper element and a 4500-watt lower
element, This is a standard size unit in the industry.
Meat Pump--Tho heat pump unit selection for the New Castle site was based
on the pears cooling load. Table 1-7 indicates the peals cooling load to be
31, 400 BTU/hr, just over 2k tons. This verifier the need for a 2z-tan heat
pump. The above analysis is accepted practice in the HVAC industry and
results in a unit that provides efficient cooling; and good latent heat capacity
in the summer, which is necessary for an energy efficient dwelling such as
that at the New Castle, Pennsylvania, site. Heating output of the heat pump
declines as outside ambient temperature falls. As ,t result, an auxiliary
electric resistance heating; coil ils required to ineet space heating loads at
lower ambient temperatures, 1'c1 1'fornianc;e X the heat pump and the rest







Table 1-6. Ambient Temperature Bin Data
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Electric Heating Coil--The electric heating coil is sized to satisfy 100% of
the design heating load. This will provide a backup source of heat in the
event of a break down of the heat pump. Table 1-7 shows the heating load
data for the year sopar •ated into load bins. The peak heating load was
35, 250 BTU/hr. This resulted in selection of a Lennox electric heating coil
with a rating of 39, 600 BTU/hr at 220V.
Blower Performance--Airflow rate thru the heat pump indoor unit blower was
selected at 1275 cfm. This was based on the following criteria;
• Analysis done for the Stillwater, Minnesota, site resulted in a flow
rate of 1000 cfm for that site. The design of tho house for the New Castle
Pennsylvania site enabled the selection of 1275 cfnz as the design air-
flow rate. This will enhance slightly the performance of the solar
space heating coil.
• Within recommended range for Lennox 2 1/2 ton heat pump to provide
proper performance on both heating and cooling,.
• Blower will deliver 1275 cfm at Med-Iligh fan speed while providing
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2. 0 VERIFICATION STATUS SUMMARY SINGLE FAMILY HEATING
A. General
Heating system design and development verification is the process of proving
that the components and the system meet applicable physical and functional
requirements as set forth in the Interim Performance Criteria (ref. Section II
of the contract Statement of Work) and the System. Performance Specification,
This document summarizes the present status of verification for a single
family heating system.
Attached to this summary report are verification matrices for each of the
functional subsystems in the heating system. Each matrix relates applicable
subsystem and system performance requirements (interini criteria) to select
verification methods. Each Interim performance criteria paragraph in the
matrix has been, or is to be, verified by similarity, analysis, test or inspec-
tion. In the development and qualification phases, all verification is by simi-
larity, analysis, test or inspection, In the developi-nent and qualification
phases, all verification is by similarity, analysis or test. In the acceptance
phase all verification is by inspection or test.
B. Matrices
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Design Provisions 2-C 2-C 3-I
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Thermal Expansion ' - C:' 1 - C
IPC 2, 2, 4
Vacuum Relief 1 -C' 1-c 3-I
IPC 2, 2, 5
Thermal Changes 1-C 1-C ,-1
IPC 2. 2. 6
Flexible Joints 1-C' 1-C' 3-T
IPC 2,3.1
Pressure/:Leak Test 1-C' 1-C i-T




Relief Valves & Vent 1-C 1- C'
IPC 4.1,1
Plumbing Codes & 1-( 1-C' -f
Standards
IPC 4. 3,1







IlLhl (NA41F, CA PART NO.)	 VER 11FI CATION CROSSStorage Subsystem	
R bR ^;C i^^^A`iR I X 	
W13S 1, 2. 2. 1. 2












Access for Mainten-	 I-C
anve
TPC'. 6 ,1. 2
Access for Monitor-•	 1 -C
ifig
II'C 6.1.3
Draining & Filling	 1-C
IPC 6,1.4	 k
Flushing of Liquids	 1-C
IPC, 6, 2,l
Install, Instructions	 I-C
IIIFIC" 6, 2, 2
Operation Instruction	 1- C'
IPC 6. 2, 3
Maintenance Plan
IPC 6. 2, 4
Replacement Parts	 1-C
IPC 6, 3.1
1 ase of Maintenance	 1-C
IFICATION PIIAGE















  _	 M	 ^^	 r e°^-n^a: a
	
_.x a..
	E ITEM (NAME CA PART NO.) 	 VER I r I CATION CROSS
	 N
	














Beating Design Tenip. ,	 JX t- C: X-1
IPC 2,1,1
equip, Capabilities 4-C: :.-c :3-1 M
IPC 2.2.5 P^j
Thermal Changes I-c 1
IPC 2, 2.6
Flexible Joints 1- C I- C: "-1
IPC 2.3. t
Pressure Test C: :3-1
kR
IPC 2,6,1 M
Liquid Quality I-C: 1- C.' :3-1
IPC 2.6.3
Fluid Treatment 1-C I-C" 3-1
IPC 2.6.4 s
Freezing Protection 1-C: 1- C ^	 ;3-i
IPC 2. 7.1
Appl . Plumbing St cis I- C ? -C" : -I
IPC 4.1.1
Plumbing Codes & 1=C I- C •	 1
Stds +
IPC 4.1.2
Elect, Codes & Stds
IPC 5,2.4
Leakage t- C 1-C' 13-1
IPC 5gg 1









REFLE.RENCE 1r1Ael R I X
	
WBS 1, 2, 2,1.3
VEE3IFICATIO,N t+iETNOD:
^ ^ ,+•t~l^;"^S._._,^._,..	 S
PERFORMANCEVERIFICATION PHASE
nEMARKSREQUMERIENT




InsLr, 1-c I-C :3-1
IPC 6. 2.2
M/D Manual 1-C 1-C 3-1
IIIC 6, 2.3 
Maintenance flan I - C: I- C ,3-I
I
I PC 6. 2.4
I1eplacen'L- nt Farts l- C; I - C 3 - I
IPC 6.3, 1 




ITEM (NAME & PART NO.) 	 VERI FI CATION     CROS SAuxillary Energy Subsystem
	
	 1	 WBS 1, 2, 2,1.4
REFER ENCE I^^1^'^ i R I X





"--°-'	 ^'-^'' ' 
srt i `"^	 b/.4,.^,S^1L,^..^,^,1^ct..1L_._.4
Z.	 4.	 1T	 a
PERFORMANCEVERIFICATION PHASE












ITEM (RAME & PAnT NO,) VER I F I C Al MiN,
CI^QS^Hot Water Subsystem .,
RE ^"^ i" A ^ R I X^;EP`!CE WIZ 03 1. 2. 2,1, 5 
Vrl I I: ICATION METtiQflt





3'+^'^1Q14rt^^•I.9 ►^ I^T ^	 , ..	
,Ftd1c.NT aOUALIFI+'.AY:c: •: • 	 /,cC.'TTA'M:S
	
+








+It'tr;o or i wt i b 1-c ^.
u i 	 ; I t•t	 P, t 'l'r	 1;; i r r	 dK
w
Hof AYnte r Temp.
i
mj^j<
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ITS EM NAME & PART NO,)	 VERI I ICATION CROSS
Hot Water Subsystem	
REFERENCE MAT R IX	
WBS 1. 2, 2.1.5
N/A UOU221lCA20
`	 --VERIFICATIONMETHOD: 	 '
VERIFICATION PHASE
PERFORMANCE
	 iIEMARKRREQUIREMENT OIVELOMOW j OUALIFICATION	 ACCEPTANCE
IPC 2, 2.1
-Vibration Stress 1-C 1-C 3-I
Levels
IPC 2, 2, 3








Pressure Test: 1-C 1-C 3-1
Potable
IPC 2, 5.1
Shutdown in Multi- 1-C 1-C 3-I 0
Family Housing
IPC 2.6.1
Liquid Quality 1-C 1-C 3-I
IPC 2, 8.1
Relief Valves & Vents 1-C 1-C 3-I
IPC 4. 2.1
System Failure 1-C 1-C 3-I
Prevention
IPC 4. 2. 2
Auto, Pres.	 Relief 1-C' 1-C 3-I
Valves
IPC 4. 6.1
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ITEM (NA&M & PART NO,)
Hot Water Subsystem VERIFICATION CROSS	 WBS 1, 2.2.1, 5
REFERENCE MATR IX




REnt1lRE a4 rNT DWELOPM[Wt AOUALIFICATIOIV	 TANC!	 a
ti
IPC 4, 6, 2
4
Separation of Circu- 1-C 1-C' a-I
lation Loops
hIPC 4. 6. 3
Backflow Prevention 1-C 1-C.". 3-1
t	 IPC 4, 7.1
Protection from 1-C 1-C 3 -T
Ideated Components
IPC 5.2 , 3




Leakage 1.-C 1-C' 3-I
IPC 5.2.5
Deterioration d 1-C 1-C 3-I
Gaskets & Sealants a
IPC 5. 3.1
Materials/Transfer 1-C 1-C 3-f
Fluid Compatibility
' IPC 5. 3, 2
Corrosion of Dis- 1-C 1-C 3-T
similar Materials
IPC 5.4.1
Wear and Fatigue 1-C 1-C 3-I
( Watts Valve)
IPC 6,1.1
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ITEM (NAME & PART NO.) 	 BIER I ^ I CAT I Ov CROS SHot Water Subsystem
	
REEERGh^CE Ii^J'^^^^ I X 	
WBS 1,2,2,1,5








Draining & Filling of 1-C: 1-C 3-1
Liquids
IPC 6,1. 4




Potable Water Shut- I-C 1-C 3-1
off
IPC 6.2.1
Install', Instructions 1-C: 1-C 3 - I
IPC 6. 2. 2 1
Oper. Instructions 1-C 1-C 3-I y
IPC 6. 2, 3
Maint. Plan 1-C. 1-C ;3-1
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ITEM (WAM E &I PART NO.)	 VERIFICATION  CROSS
Energy Transport Subsystem 
REFERENCE I`IA T R I X	 WBS 1. 2.2.1.6
VERIFICATION METHOD:





DMILOMAIINT d QUALIFICATION	 ACClETTAMCK
IPC 1.1.5
Operational Impair- 1-C 1-C 3-I
ment (H, H, C)
IPC 1. 2.4
Operational Impair- 1-C 1-C 3-I
ment (DHW)
IPC 1. 5.1
l4eat or Humidity 1-C 1-C: 3-I
Transfer Effects
IPC 1. 6.1
Thermal Losses & 2-C 2-C 3-I
Electrical Power
IPC 2.1.1 1




Noise or Erosion 2-C 2-C 3-i
Corrosion
IPC 2.1. 6
Thermal Expansion 2-C 2-C 3-1
of Fluids
IPC 2.1. 7
Pressure Drops 2-C 2-C 3-I
IPC 2.1.3
Operating Conditions 1-C 1-C 3-I
IPC 2.1. 5
Entrapped Air 1-C 1-C 3-1
IPC 2.2.1
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ITEht JNAME & PART NO , ) VER I I CATION CROSSEnergy Transport Sub-	 WBS 1. 2, 2,1, 6
system
	 REFERENCE MAT RIX




n[v[LOPMtiMT ,0UALIFICATION J ACCETTANC[
IPC 2, 2.3
Water Hammer 1-C 1-C 3-I
IPC 2, 2, 4
Vacuum Relief 1-C 1-C 3-[
Protection
IPC 2, 2, 5
T° hermal Changes 1-C 1-C 3-I
IPC 2, 2, 6
(Flexible Joints 1-C 1-C 3-1
IPC 2.2.2
Vibration from l-C 1-C 3-I
Moving Parts
IPC 2.3,1
Pressure Test Non- 1-C 1-C 3-I
potable Fluids
IPC 2,6.1
Liquid Quality 1-C 1-C 3-I
IPC 2, 6. 3
Fluid Treatment 1-C 1-C 3-I
IPC 2, 6. 4
Freezing Protection 1-C 1-C 3-I
IPC 2. 7.1
Applicable Plumbing 2-C 2-C 3-I
Standards
IPC 2.8.1
Relief Valves & Vents l-C 1-C 3-I
C.g
	 rovisions 2-C 2-C 3-1 q
1-'L9
4ITEM (NAME & PART NO.)	
VER I I CATION CROSS
Energy Transport system
	 REI:^R ME 1^^9U R I X	
WBS 1.2.2.1.6










Plumbing Codes & 1.1C 1-C 3-I
Standards
IPC 4.2.2
Automatic Pressure 1-C 1 - C 3-1
Relief Valves
IPC 4.3.1
Applicable Fire 1-C l-C 3-I
Standards
IPC 4..3.2 f^ ^	 d
Penetrations Thru
Fire-Related 1-C 1-C 3-I
Assemblies
IPC 4.4.1 ^!
Provision of Catch 1-C 1-C 3-I G
Basins
IPC 4.4.2
Detection of Toxic 1-C 1-C., 3-1
& Flammable Fluids
IPC 4.5.1
Emergency Egress & 1-C 1-C 3-I
Access
IPC 4.5.2
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' Il'EEdt (E^ AA1E ru I'ARTf^O,) 	 VERIFICATION CROSS
---____
Energy Transport Ss stem	 >:REFEREN MATR IX
WBS 1. 2, 2,1, 6
	
y	 CE 
VERIFICATION METHOD;	 2.," ,'ALY,-d-0	 A.X21
VERIFICATION PHASE 
PERFORMANCE REMARKSREQUIREMENT	 Y D[VELOMUNT''AOUALIFICATION	 ACM'TANCE	 e
IPC 4, 6.2
Separation of 1-C 1-C 3-1
Circulation Loops
IPC 4.6 , 3
Backflow Prevention 1-C: I-C 3-I
IPC 4. 7.1




Soil Corrosion I-C 1-C 3-I $
IPC 5 , l . 3
Airborne Pollutants I-C 1-C 3-I
L
IPC 5, 2, 1
Thermal Degradation 1-C I- C 3 -1
IPC 5,2,2
Deterioration of Beat 1-C 1-C 1-I
Transfer. Fluids
IPC 5,2,3
Thermal Cycling 1-C 1-C° 2-I
Stresses
IPC 5,2.4
Leakage I - C' 1-C 3_1
IPC 5. 2 , 5
Deterioration of
Gaskets and Sealants 1-C 1-C 9-1
IPC 5.3,1





 (NAAM & PART NO.)	 VER I ^'I CAT I Ov CPO S SEnergy Transport Sub-
system	 REF''RENCE P-, A i R I X	 WB5 1 2. 2,1. 6
1. 11* T 75H	 3.,1"'`- .+..tl t^.._. N A 	 t4Qj4,A'n^,L.VERIFICATION ^^iETNOD;	 z. !`XLY , G'	 4._L I
PERFORtAANCE	
VERIFICATION PHASE
—'; ftEMARiCt3REOl11REP,9ENT 0XV1L01 AUNt 1iOUALIFICAVON^ A.CCUTANC1 	 M
IPC 5,3.2
Corrosion of Dis- 1-C I-C 3-1
similar Materials
IPC 5, 3.3







Access for System 1-C 1-C 3-I
Maintenance
IPC 6,1,2




Draining & Filling 1-C 1-C' 3-'I
of Liquids
IPC 6.1.4
Flushing of Liquid 1-C 1-C 3-1.
Subsystems
IPC 6.1. 6
Potable Water Shutoff 1-C 1-C 3-1
IPC , 6. 2.1
Install, Instructions 1-C 1-C 3-I
IPC 6.2.2
Maintenance & COper- I-C 1-C 3-I
ation Instructions
IPC 6.2.3
Maintenance Plan 1-C 1-C 3^I
1-32
ta q,
tof ". •.,,....,	 ...^..._...., ....,.,....W...n.
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ITEFA (WAM E N PART NO.)	 VER IFICATION CROSS
Energy Transport Subs stern REFERENCE ?AATR I X WBS 1, 2, 2,1, 6
VERIFICATION METHOD; T 	 ^,,,^,Y^tv	
r^	 M/k.A .—T T _..._.
PERFORMANCE	
VERIFICATION PHASE
`"'J!	 nEMARK6REQUIREMENT 	 ^DWELOPM9W 9GUALIFICATIONa ACCI"AMCK
IPC 6.2.4
Replacement ParW 1-C' l-Cy 3-I"
IPC 6, 3,1
Maintenance of H & 1-C' 1-C' 3-1
HC Systerrrs
IPC 6.3.2
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ITE41 (NA?,IE & PART NO.)	 VER I rl CAT' ON CPO
Control Subsystem	 ,	 W13S 1.2.2.1, 7
VERIFICATION rAETHOD:	
t 






REQUIREMENT 1"aFv^^.OMINTdaeAuFiCAT ,oro4 aCO"^NCE
IPC 1, 7,1
Installation and 2,4 2-C 3-I
Maintenance
IPC 1.7.2
Manual Adjustment 2,4 2-C" 3-I
-C
IPC 1. 7.3
Ifihabited Space Tem 2,4 2 -C 3 - I
Control -C
IPC 1.7 , 4
Hot Water Temp, 2, 4 :?-C 3-I G
-C
IPr" 2. 2, 5
,t,r r.a3 Changes I-C; 2-C" 3-I
"hw.d,`,-wj Nfulti Unit I-C 2-C 3-I
IPC 3.5,1
Design Provisions I-C 2-C
JPC 4,1.2
Electrical Codes I-C 2-C 3-1
IPC 4.2.1
System Failure 4-C 2-C 3-I
Prevention
IPC 4.3,1
Applicable Fire 2-C 2-C 3-I
Standards
IPC 4.3.2
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ITErA (NAK.. & PART NO,) 	 VERI F ICATI ON CROSS
Control Subsystem	 REFEREN C E MAfRIX
	





VERPERFORf	 IFICATION PHASE^tANCE r 
	 nEMARKSREQUIREMENT
	 0EV[L6PM9NTA0VALIFICAT10Ni ACCEPTAWN
IPC 4, 5, 2
Ident, and Location 2-(,,* 2-C 3-I
IPC 4.6.1
Contamination by 1-C 2-<" 3-I
Materials
IPC 5, 2.1
Thermal Degradation 1-C 2-G 3-I
IPC 5, 2.3
Thermal Cycling 1-C" 2-C 3-1
Stresses
IPC 5. 2, 5
Deterioration of 1-C 2-C 3-I it
Gaskets; and Sealants }^
IPC 5,3,1
Materials/Transfer 1- C" ) - C 3 - I
Fluid Compatibility
IPC 5.3.2
Corrosion of Dis- 1-C 2-C 3-I
similar Materials
IPC 5.4.1
Wear and Fatigue 1-C" 2-C 3-1
IPC 6.1 .1
Acdess for Mai;it, 1-C" 2-C .3-1
IPC 6. 2.1
Install. Instructions l-C 2-C:' 3-1
IPC 6. 2, 2
Maintenance and 1-C 2-C 3-1
U eration Instruction q
1-35












IPC 6. 3, 2
Servl^,ing 11W
Fot""9a	 1--'age 3 of 3
ITE fi -(-WAt.1E Ed PARTN .)	 ViR IrICATiON, CROS S 	










M.,, I (" g,
I'	 WAME& PART NO.)	 VERIFICATION CROSS
	 QUALITySite Collection
Date System	 REFERENCE M AN I X	 WBS 1. 2. 2.1. s
VERIFICATION METHOD: 








r10- 1- -0111	 Page 1 of
.. rr+.^rwa	 .^......+..^...^.......^..^....^.....^..... 	 . i	 r ^. ..	 ^ •.wrlrr r.r ^ u r^r+r^^ii+*ili
I TEM (NAME CA FART NO.)	
VERIFI CATION CROSS
Electrical Subsystem	 REFERENCE MAN 	 WBS 1.2.2.1.9







4'Ot1VELO>'	 OUT;OUALIFICATIONO fccl"AMC[ 	
j
a	 '
IPC 9 .1.2 1-C 1-C 3 - 1
Electrical Codes
1IPC 8.3.2 1-1 1-I 3-I
Electrical Connectior s {



















REFERENCE MAN I X	 WBS 1.2.2.1.10
VERIFICATION METHOD:	
1' 
"`=;LIY	 . g•JLi . , :r71 : ,^	 N/A




	 OWILOMINT QUALIFICATION w ACCIPTANCI N
h	 • ^ 1
Qi
IPC 9.2.1. 1-I 2-I 3-I
Loads
IPC 9.2.2 1-I 2-I 3-I
Penetration of Struct-
ural Members
IPC 9.3.1 1-I 2-I 3-I
Structural Connections
9 1
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 ` I. AI A
" 
'tITY	 3.—W ` J ^:T QU	 N/
VERIFICATIONPHASE
PERFO RMANCE	 ^.	 REMARKS
REC1UiREIIiCdVT DWELOPMQNTOUALIFICATION& ACCInANC[
IPC 1.1.1 N/A N/A 3
Heating Design Temp.
IPC 1.1.3 N/A N/A 3
RH & Water Vapor
Pressure
IPC 1.1.4 N/A N/A 4
Solar Contribution
IPC 111.5 N/A N/A 3
Operation Impairment
IPC 1.2.1 N/A N/A 3 ^{
Draw & Temperature
Design O/P	 (HW)
IPC 1.2.3 N/A N/A 4
Solar Contribution
IPC 1.5.1 N/A N/A 3
Heat or Humidity a
Transfer Effects
IPC 1.8.1 N/A N/A 3
Design Heat Loads
(Aux.)
IPC 2.3.3 N/A N/A 3
Air Transport Systems
IPC 2.4.2 N/A N/A 3
Mutual Shadowing
IPC 2.6.2 N/A . N/A 3
Air Quality







r •I• N r .ITY
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ITEM (NAME & PART 110.)	
VERIFICATION CROSSSystem Development and
verificatign
	
REFERENCE MATR I X
1. "1_'1 L A ,117Y	 3•.St! . ".:R:il'^ ^.	 N/A	 ''OTr''P1.1V 102
VERIFICATION METHOD: 	











IPC 3.5.1 N/A N/A 3
Design Provisions
IPC 3.6.1 N/A N/A 3
Deflection Limitations
IPC 3.8.2 N/A N/A 3
Foundation Settlement
IPC 4.3.2 N/A N/A 3
Penetrations M
IPC 4.5.1 N/A N/A 3
Emergency Egress &
Access
IPC 6.1.5 N/A N/A 3
Filters
i
IPC 7.1 N/A N/A 3 t'
Design
tl
IPC 8.1 N/A N/A 3
Interference with
Mech. Operation
IPC 9.1 N/A N/A 3
Structural Integrity
IPC 10.1 N/A N/A 3
Safety
IPC 11.1 N/A N/A 3
Durability and Relia-
bility




3. 0 DRAWINGS AND HONEYWELL/ GOVERNMENT FURNISHED EQUIPMENT
LIST
Installation drawings of all single family heating subsystems are included in
appendices A through K. Appendix A is entitled System Integration and serves
as a top drawing for the subsystem designed by Honeywell, it lists the require-
ments for integration of the subsystems into the site and dwelling.
The installation drawings included in appendices A through K delineate the
material needed to install the Solar Heating System. Only part of the material
shown on these drawings will be furnished by Honeywell for NASA.
To assist the architect in preparation of the request for bids, the list of
Honeywell/Government furnished equipment was compiled. This list is shown
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ENERGY RESOURCES CENTER CODE IDENTIFICATION NO. SSS13
HONEYWELL REQUIREMENTS SPECIFICATION NO.
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SYSTEM INDENTIFICATION
This Appendix defines the performance and installation drawings for
Residential Heating System, Honeywell Inc., System Model NumberSFR-75611 -2.
SYSTEM PERFORMANCE SHEETS
Site -
The system shall be installed in a residence in the city of New Castle, in
the county of Lawrence, state of Pennsylvania.
Keating Capacity-
z'Ia systemwill provide h'olar gnerg'y for 46. 5% of the average total heating
load l during the heating season ,- based on an average total heating load of
4. 0 x 10 6 BTU/Month3
 and a peak heating load of 35, 250 13TU/Dour on
January 25, 1961 (-12"F).
Auxiliary Energy -
The average rate of auxiliary energy input used for heating shall be no
greater than 2.6 x 106
 BTU/Month of the total energy required for heating,
including hot water. 4 This shall be no greater than 4% of the total energy
required for heating. 5
Footnotes;
1. Yearly heating (or cooling) load minus auxiliary supplied for heating
(or cooling) divided by the yearly total heating (or cooling) load.
2. Based on the number of months that have a heating (car cooling) load.
3. Total yearly heating (or cooling) load divided by the number of months
that have a heating (or cooling) load.
4. Average monthly auxiliary energy is the total auxiliary for heating and
hot water (or cooling) divided by the number of months that have auxiliary
for heating and hot water (or cooling).
5. Average monthly auxiliary energy divided by total ,yearly load for heating
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Hot Water-
52 gallons of potable (or usable) hot water shall be delivered at no less than
3 gal/min at temperatures rlo less than 140°F. Recovery time shall be no
greater than 1.3 hours, The average hot water heating load will be l.8 x 106
BTU/Month of which 32 % is provided by auxiliary energy.
Operating Requirements-
The maximum electrical energy required to drive only the solar portion of
the system at its rated capacity shall be no greater than .63 KW. The maxi-
mum electrical energy required to drive the complete system shall be no
greater than 1. 1 KW. The average yearly electrical energy, including auxil-
iary, energy; required to drive the system shall be no greater than 7420 KWH.
Physical Data - Table III
The following subsystems shall have:
Expected life no Weight (filled) no Installation
Iess than: greater than: dimensions:
Beating 10 yrs. 34 lbs. 28" x W x 14"
Cooling VA NA NA
Auxiliary Energy
- Beat Pump Indoor Unit 10 yrs. 214 lbs. 28" x 21" x 53 1/2'!
- Beat Pump Outdoor Unit 10 yrs. 3.5 lbs. 48 1/8" x 21 3 /8" x 30 1/2"
Storage 10 yrs. V500 lbs. 64" xia. x 72 " long
Potable Water Preheat 10 yrs. 40 lbs. 7 3/4" dia. x 30" long
Potable Water 10 yrs. 5b9 lbs 13" dia. x 58 9/16" high
Collector 10 yrs. w. o 1 hs/fl2 3'	 x 6 1	x 6 1/2"ea.
Energy Transport 10 yrs. T13 NA
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SK-142102 Auxiliary Energy and Space
Heating Subsystems
SK-142052 Hot Water Subsystem
SK-142053 Energy Transport Subsystem
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12 9.9 2. 0
TOTAL 48.2 21,0
Specification No, SFRH-1
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Performance Analysis Summary for the residence in the city of 1q,. 	 :astle,
in the county of Lawrence, state of Pennsylvania.
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Auxiliary Energy Input (10 6 Btu)





0,7 0, 0 0.9
0.0 0.0 0.3
0.0 0.0 0. 0
0.0 0. 0 0.0
0, 0 0. 0 0. 0
0.0 0. 0 0. 0
0.0 0. 0 0.2
1.3 0. 0 0.9
3.5 1.0 1.3
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Q.
SPECIAL HANDLING INSTALLATION AND MAINTENANCE TOOL LIST
1. 0 ANALYSIS
An analysis of subsystem installations was conducted to determine if special
handling or installation tools are required for a single family solar heating
system.
A tool or piece of equipment is assumed to be special if a typical HVAC con-
tractor does not have the tool or equipment or that he cannot obtain an infre-
quently used tool or equipment through local hire. To assure complete
analysis, the matrix presented in Figure 3-1 was used. Those blocks marked
in the matrix with a note represent items deemed unusual or questionable as
to their status as standard equipment, each item has been investigated in more
detail. The results of this further investigation and the availability of tools
or equipment is presented in the notes following the matrix.
2.0 CONCLUSIONS
The conclusion of this analysis is that there are no special purpose tools or
equipment required in a single family solar heating system. All tools or
equipment required would be possessed by a typical HVAC contractor or be









COLLECTOR SUBSYSTEM NOTE 1 N/A N/A	 NOT8 2 NOTE 3 I DOTE 4
ENERGY STORAGE NOTE 1 N/A I N/A	 N/A N/A	 !	 IN /A
SPACE HEATING N/A N/A N/A	 N/A i	 N/A
	 `/A
AUXILLARY ENERGY SUBSYSTEM NOTE 5 N/A I NOTE G I	 N/A K/A	 N/A
HOT (CATER SUBSYSTMI N/A ^	 N/A I N/A
	 i	 N r A j	 N/A	 ^	 N/A
ENERGY TRNNSPORT SUBSYSTEM N/A N/A i N/A	 I	 NlA i	 N/A	 N/A
I
I
CONTROLS SUBSYSTEM N/A N/A I N/A	 IN N/A
	
t	 N/A
ELECTRICAL SUBSYSTEM N/A N/A N/A	 N/A N/A	 f	 N/A
L\TEGRATION HARDWARE N[A \/A NIA	 N/A N/^ A^` N/A




Collector and storage tank installation will require a crane or lift truck,
This is available for local hire in any location,
Note 2:
Pressure testing will require an air compressor, which is either in the
inventory of an HVAC contractor or is available on a daily rental basis.
Note 3:
Fluid installation in the collector loop will require a positive displacement
pump and fittings. This is standard HVAC equipment used for filling hydronic
heating systems.
N ote 4:
Measurements made during system balancing will require pressure gauges
and differential pressure gauges. These gauges are the same as those used
for hydronic heating system balancing and should be in the possession of a
typical HVAC contractor.
Note 5:
Placing of the heat pump outdnoi, unit will require a crane of lift truck. This
is available for local hire in any location.
Note 6:
Installation of the heat pump system will require special tools normally
required for such installations. These tools would be owned by a typical
HVAC contractor.
3--3




















This spare parts list is submitted under Data Item 16 for the Single Family
Residential Solar Heating System being installed at the New Castle, Pennsyl-
vania site.
2, 0 DEFINITIONS
a) Spare parts are those, repair parts NASA/MSFC ;;Mould procure
and have on hand in case of Subsystem/ component failure because
the item is a "non-standard" device or "one of a hind" device and
repair parts would probably not be available.
b) Replacement parts are those repair parts that the component sup-
plier could be expected to provide normally as HVAC industry
standard practice, These replacement parts are normally available
for all standard/ catalog items.
3. 0 BASIS
This spare parts list was determined utilizing a support philosophy that
relies upon the HVAC dealer/distributor/factory to provide replacement
parts when required. Only in those subsystems/components where it is
not a "standard" component will replacement parts be recommended as
spare parts.
The screening criteria used classified all components that were passive, i.e.,
pipes, tanks, heat exchangers, coils, cabinetry, etc., with "P". Qnly
active (A) components were reviewed to determine if the item was "standard/
catalog" (std) or "special" (sp). Table 4-1 lists all the solar heating compo-
nents and their classification and type.
4. 0 RECOMMENDATIONS
There are no items recommended as spare parts for the SFR Solar Heating
System at New Castle, Pennsylvania.
00
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II. Subsystems and Components
(Refer to Appendices)





Manual - Solar Collector
Appendix B.	 Manual - Purge Cooling Unit




Specification - Space Heat Coil
Appendix E.	 Catalog Sheet Manual - Domestic Hot Water Heater.
Appendix F.
	
Manual - Energy Transport Module
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The single-family residential heating syotem is a
	
solar-a+waisted,
hydronic-to-warm air heating nubsyotem wttb wo1: r-unuinted domestte water
heating. The nyotem in composed of the following ma jor componcaatra:
• Liquid cooled fiat plate coileetorn
• A water storage tank
• A solar hydronte space heating coil
• A passirc solar fired domcotic water preheater
• An electric hot-water heater
• A tube-and-shell heat exchanger, three pumps, and a000riated
pipes nod valving in an energy transport module.
• A corslrol system
• An air-cooled heat purge unit
• Auxiliary heating sources
- Conventional electric heat pump
Electric resistance heating coil
Ths: arrangements of components within the system is as shown on sheet 2.
The system consists of a glycol/water collector loop which interfaces with a
mater storage/heating loop, through U tube-and-shell heat exchanger. A domestic
hot-water preheat coil is located in the storage lank.
The glycol/water collector loop conwitits of the solar collectors, the shell side
of the heat exchanger, the purge coil and pump P l , and u control valve as
required for the different modes of operation.
The water storage/heating loop consists of the storage tank, storage pump 1)20
heating pump I'g, the tube side of the heat exchanger, the solar heating coil, and
a control valve as required for the different modes of operation.
The system control logic in as follows:
• Collect solar energy when available
- Store energy under no load conditions
- Provide energy directly to load on demand
• Use direct solar energy before stored energy
• Use stored euervy when direct solar energy is not available
• Use direct or stored solar energy before auxiliary energy
The system provides 6 modes of operation:
• Direct heating from collectors
• Heating from storage
• Storage charging
• .Purging excess energy
• Auxiliary heating







stem t^ cration •- When solar energy is available and heating is required, the
collectors supply he;it directly to the system, Bump P l
 provides the heat transfer
fluid movement in the collector loop, pump Pz cirrulates the storage /heating
loop, and the heat pump (indoor unit) blower moves the space air over the solar
space heating coil. During periods of high solar radiation and no heating
demand, buth collector and storage loops operate simultaneousl y , with the
storage charge pump P2 char.; ing the storage tank by removing wa t er from the
bottom, adding energy in the heat exchanger and returning It to the lop of the
storage tank, thus taking advantage of thermal stratification During periods
of high solar radiation and low heating demand and with the storage tank fully
charged, tic system temperatures will increas and, as an overtemperature
protective device, the purge coil operates, controlling the downstream
temperatures to a preselected value. When solar energy is no: available and heating
is required, storage supplies heat directly to the solar space heating cots. Pump
P3 extracts heat from the top of the storage tank and returns it to the bottom.
again taking advantage of the tank stratif i cation. If the storage tank temperature
is not high enough to supply heating, or the heating load cannot be satisfied by
the solar system, auxiliary space heating will be provided by the heat pump
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INSTALLATION CRITERIA
SECTION 15 . 010 GENERAL PROVISIONS
15.040 STARTING OF PIPING SYSTEMS
21 Filling and Cleaning Precautionst
a) Cover collectors before filling on fill at night.
b) Do not operate pumps dry,
e) Do not over-pressurize system on Initial fu1.
3) Clean system with a solution of 1 gallon trisodium phosphate
per 100 gallon water circulating for four hours. Check strainers
periodically and clean as necessary to avoid damage to pump,
4) Drain cleaning solution and measure collector loop nuld volume
so that correct amount ethylene glycol can be added.
5) Flush system with clean water for two hours.
6) Collector loop filling procedure;
a) Open vent at lop of collectors
b) Fill system with proper amount of eth)iene glycol to provide
a 5076 by volume solution.
e) Add corrosion inhibitor as per manufacturer's recommendations.
d) Operate control valves as necessary to fill all piping and remove
all air from system.
e) Close vent and add nuld to provide a nominal 20 psi gauge press
sure at module fill point.
f) Operate system and check all vents to eltminate all air from
system.
g) Add water to pressurize system as shown on mechanical plane.
D. Storage/Hicating_l.oejr
1) Complete testing of atorage/heating loop as called for elsewhere
In these specifications.
2) Filling and cleaning precautions; same as above.
3) Flash storage tank with a hose.
4) Flush piping with clean water for two hours.
5) Storage/heating loop filling procedure:
a) Add water to system up to proper level In storage tank.
b) Operate control valves as necessary to fill all piping and
remove all air from system.
e)Recheck storage tank level and fill accordingly.
d) Add corrosion .Inhibitor In quantity specified.
C. System Opel Altom
Uncover collectors and operate system for several days under auto-
matic control, Check system fluid levels, air vents, and operating
pressure periodically,
D • Contractor . ill be assisted by systems engineer. Submit results of
above work to architect.
15.042 TESTING
A. Solar Heating System Pinirr., (except collector headers, storage
My, and hoe! connections to collectors).
1) Test after erection and before concealing or covering. Any
materials or workmanship found faultv shill be eeplaced or
repaired and sections or eyelemo retested.
2) These systems shall be proven tight under a hydrostatic pres-
sure of loo peig,
B. Collector Headers and Hose Connections to Collectors:
1) Test after erection and before concealing or covering. Any
materials or workmanship round faulty shall be replaced or
repaired and sections or systems relented.
2) Cover collectors or conduct test at night,
3) These systems shall be proven tight under a hydrostatic peen-






I w, JLI)OU 1 Collector Iyoopt
1) Complete testing of collector loop as called for ebeewbers In
three specifications.
C. Test results shall be submitted to architect.





	 D. Required W
1) Balance 'low rate of each pump to within 5% of specified now 	 The Meehanas shown on plus, 	 as shown on
2) Balance now rate through each branch circuit to within 516 of	 SECTION 15.18specified now as shown on plans,
	 ^—
D. Air Systems:
Balance air system no an to provide now rate at Solar Space Healing
Coll within 5% of specified flow rate as shown on plans.
C. Motor Amtrn es:
Measure all motor amperages and compare with nameplate ratings.
D. Balancing results shall be submitted to architect.
SECTION 15.050 BASIC MATERIALS AND METHODS
15.060 PIPE AND PIPE FITTINGS-
A. Solar Ileating System:
Type •'M" hard drawn copper tubing with wrought copper or call
bronze fittings. Solder joints made with 05 - 5 tin -antunony solder.
D. Installation Method:
According to manufacturer' n instructions.
C. General Requirements:
1) All piping shall be run parallel to adjoining building surfaces
WO by the moot direct mite, Exposed piping shall be run a
close to ceiling and/or walla a possible.
2) All piping shall be Installed so as to allow for movement due
to thermal expansion ;.nd contraction.
2) Check Valves, 2" and Smaller -- 125 lb. steam, bronze body,
solder end, bronze dine, swing check.
11) Ball Valves ,
or sol
2" and Smaller -- 150 lb. steam. heals body,
screwed end der end, glass reinforced Teflon seats and
stem seal, balancing slop, brass ball, blow out proof brass
stem and vinyl grip on handle.
4) Drain Valves, 2" and Sr^llcr -- 135 lb. steam, bronze body,
globe valve, screwed end or solder end, composition disc,
C. Valve Tags:
Each system valve shall be Identified with ¢ stamped numbered
brans tag, A schedule of valves including val ve size, service,












D. Re uq_Ired Wur
The mechanic
aid Mixing Va
3) Instal manual air vents as shorn on plans and all high points in A.	 Be
the system. The Solar Collec^
4) Anchor vertical piping for support as required. 	 Install pipe collector header'
collector, and th'hangars In horizontal piping at eight foot interval. 	 Pipe hangars
shall be F&M No. 364 or No. 365, or Autogrlp, or equal. 	 Provide 1D, proeuremean eight Inch section of rigid insulation for pipe saddle - ; thin each
hangar. These componev"
Honeywell ERC a.
15. 100 VALVES for a complete IMContractor.
A.	 Manufacture C.	 LLequlred Work:
Valves shill be manufactured by Crane, Jenkins, Walworth, Powell, The Mechanical 0
Lunkenheimer, or Stockham, shown on plans.
tl-antimony abldiB,	 Vslves - Solar fleeting System: be provided Ielwe
tons.	 The pre-Ii,
1) Gate Valves, 2" and Smaller -- 125 lb, steam, bronze body, tures gre ►:er the
solder end, solid wedge, rising stem.
2The Solar Collector Subsystems conslats of the solar collectors,
rt as required.	 Install pipe collector header piping, flexible hose connections to each aolar
!lght foot intervals.	 Pipe hangars collector, and the purge coil.
15, or Autogrip, or equal.
	
Provide
rulatlon for pipe saddle within each B• Firm, emer,
These components of the collector subsystem to be supplied by
Honeywell ERC are shown on pima. 	 All other materials required
for a complete Installation shall be supplied by the Mechanical
Contractor.
C.	 Requlmd Work:
ane. Jenkins, Walworth, Powell, The Mechanical Contractor shall Install all above equipment as
shown on plans. 	 header assembly jousts shall be made with 95-5
tin-antimony solder.
	 !tiring We joining process a heat sink shall
be provided between 'he coupling and the pre-insulated header sec-
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15.17S SOLAR STORAGE TANKi
A. Procurement:
The Solar Storage Tank will be supplied by Honeywell ERC.
18. Required W^ ork:
within 5% of specUicd new	 The Mechanical Contractor shall Install the Solar Storage Tank
as shown on plans.
Bach circuit to within 5% of	 SECTION I5.160 INSULATION
15.181 GE";ERAL-
flow rate at Solar Space Ifeating p.	 r opt.
^
u shown on plans.
This section pert sins to Insulation of all solar heating system piping
P supplied by the mechanical contractor.
ompare with nameplate ratings. B.	 Material•





15.424 DOMESTIC WATER NEATER:
with wrought copper or cast A	 procu-r:m` ent:with 95 . 5 tin-antimony solder.
7be Domestic Water Neater and Mixing Valve wal be supplied by
HoneyreN ERC.
.ION. B. Re oq_ired Work-,
The mechanical contractor shall Install the Domestic Water Neater
s adjoining building surfaces sand Mixing Valve as shown on plans,
kposed piping shaA be run as
possible. SECTION 15.600 POWER OR HEAT GENERATION
a to allow for movement due
ctiom 15.645 SOt.AR COLLECTOR SUBSYSTE51:
p on plans and all high points In	 A, Sc
IS. 1146 ENERGY TRANSPO RT MODULE.
A. Procurement-
The Energy Transport Module will be supplied by Honeywell ERC.
B. Required Work;
The Mechanical Contractor shall install the Energy Transport
Module as shown on planer
SECTION 15.700 LIQUID HEAT TIIANSPER
15.760 SOLAR SPACE HEATING COII_-
A, Procurement.•
The Solar Sr,:.ce heating Coil will be supplied b; Iloneywell ERC
B. Recnilred Work-
The Mechanical Contractor shall Install the Solar Space heating
Coll as shown on plans.
SECrIO'4 15. 800 AIR DISTRIBLTION
15.810 1111AT PUMP AND FIYC TIC ilt'ATfNG COIL,
A. Procurement:
The heat pump and electric heating coil will be supplied by
Honeywell ERC.
R. Required Work-
The mechanical contractor shall install the heat pump and
electric heating cull as shown on plans.
C
stem.
125 lb. steam, bronze body,
I lb. steam, brass body,
reinforced Tendo seats and
ball, blow out proof brassLER	 RWISEUNLESSNTOOTEDANCESOTHERWISE
135 lb. steam, bronze body,	
.%XX
er end, compost on disc.	 I----^uerc m,
with % stamped wmbe red 	 ^^I'` I
ding valve size, service,	 Iv 1^W CA`^Zl_^_witted to architect. 	 r^—NEXT ASSY	 USED ON
HONEY T ELL I ENERGY RESOURCES CENTER
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SECTION 15000 CONTROL SUBSYSTEM
	
B. Required Work
D	 A. Sco e: The Control Subsystem will include all controls
	
4.) Site Data Acquisition Subsystem Module - The Site Data
necessary for operation of the solar heating system.
	
Acquisition Subsystem Module will befurnished byN.1SA,
and installed by the Mechanical Contractor. The int^tallatton
B. Required Work: The Mechanical Contractor will install 	 location will be as shown on mechanical plans.
and wire all controls as shown on control subsystem wiring
schematic. This will include all line voltage wiring
	
S.) SDAS Telephone Interface - NASA will provide the telephone
required.	 installation required for the SDAS.
C. Procurement of Control Devices: Control devices listed in 	 6.) SDAS Electrical Interface - The SDAS will interface with a
Section (i.e., Solar Control Panel, Aquastats, Thermostat, 	 standard 110-125V, GU liertz, 1 phase, 3 amp service. A
etc.) will be provided by lionevwcll ERC. This will include 	 standard 3 wire interface (safety ground, power and return)
the control devices only, all other materials necessary for a	 with a standard twist lock outlet, located within six feet of
complete installation shall be provided by the Mechanical 	 the SDAS, shall be provided by the, Mechanical Contractor,
Contractor.
	
NASA shall provide a three pin twist lock connector and cable
to interface the SDAS with the power outlet.
D. Basic Materials:	 7.) Junction Box - NASA shall provide a Junction Box to the
Mechanical Contractor for installation in a location as1.) Control sensor wiring (T p and TSB); Wiring from solar	 shown on mechanical plans. The .function Box shall bet	 control panel to control sensors T and T	 shall e run
in conduit in outdoor areas and shall be 	 Bc d
l
en	 e u	
'located so that it is accessible for wiring connections from
i	 equal.	 the sensors into the top and is within four feet of the SDASlocation. At the required mounting location, the Junction
C  Box shall be mounted using the four mounting feet located2.) Power and control wiring: All line and low voltage wiring 
shall be of size and type required by applicable codes. 	 to the top and bottom of the unit. De pendingoiybolts,
on the ch
ristics of the mounting surface, moll  bolt  wood screws
and supplied by Mechanical Contractor.	 or bolt /nut combinations shall be used to mount the unit.
3.) Other Materials: All other materials required for a The Junction Box shall be installed in a top-up orientation.
complete installation of the Control Subsystem shall 	 6,) Junction Box/Sensor Interface - NASA will establish the wirebe supplied by the Mechanical Contractor, 	 run list which identifies where each sensor wire attaches to
the Junction Box. The Junction Box will be prewired from the
E. Basic Methods:	 term'nal strips to output connectors by NASA prior to delivery
to the site. Each applicable sensor detail illustrates the sensor
1.) Control device installat i on methods: As per applicable	 to Junction Box wiring. The hlec l -nicnl Contra nr shallldetails and /or instructions included with equipment.	 connect sensor wires to Junction biox terminals according to
2.) Electrical wiring: As per all applicable codes.,	 a wiring diagram to be provided bit NASA.
9.) Junction Box/SDAS Module Interface Cables - NASA will
SECTION 15.990 SITE DATA r1CC•UISI'I ION SUBSYSTEM	 install the cables between the Junction Box and the SDASModule.
A. Parpose: A Site Data Acquisition Subsystem (SDAS) will be	 C. Restricttrns on Ilse of instrumentationinstalled to evaluate the performance of the solar heating 	 No mon (turinf;, inuicating or readout devices are to be connectedsystem	 well as determine the contribution of collected	 to the instrumentation sensors, 1, e., paralleled with the Site Data
energy. The Site Data Acquisition Subsystem components
solar energy in reducing the consumption conventional 	 Acquisition Subsystem, without prior approval of NASA.
B will be furnished by NASA, consisting of instrumentation sensors,
	
D. Failed Sensor ReplacementJunction box, Site Data Acquisition Suba<stem Module and	
The Improperly operating sensor will be identified to Ifone ; welt ERC'
a telephone interface.	
after examination of the sensor for signs of physical damage such ns
broken wires, loose connectors, loose terminals, etc. It no pitysica
B. Required Work	 damage is apparent in the inspection, 14ASA shall be notified forfurther instructions. If mechanical damage is appr:
.rent, the sensor
1.) Instrumentation Installation - The Mechanical Contractor 	 shall be replaced by the Mechanical Contractor with a sensor supplie
will instal! ali sensors itsted in the instrumentation schedule,	 by NASA. The defective sensor shall then be returned to NASA for
The sensor locations are shown on the Site Data .Acquisition fatiure analysis.
Subsystem Srhematic and the mechanical plans. The
E. Installation Materials and MethodsMechanical Contractor shall install the sensors in the	 4,
locations shown so as to provide for accessibility and 	
1.) Wiring from the sensors to the Junction Box shall be performed
13
ease of servicing.	
by the Mechanical Contractor utilizing wire supplied by the
Mechanical Contractor. The wire size ant? member of conductors2.) Instrumentation Wirier - The Mechanical Contractor shall	
required for each sensor type is sacciflcd in list below and each-perform all electrical wiring from each sensor back to the 	
sensor type is spcsifled in list below and each sensor detail.Junction Box as shown on details and described below. 	
The Senscr - to-Junction flax wire shall be UL approved, color- q
3.) Watt Transducer Installation - Mechanical Contractor shall coded, audio and instrumentation grade cable of the fall uwin
install and wire watt transducers on or near equipment	 manufacture or equa ;	 7o1cnA.t
served, and revise f. ctory wiring as required. S ee Watt	 NOTEe1
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Data Acquisition Subsystem Module - The Site Data
uisition Subsystem Modulewill be furnished by NASA,
installed by the Mechanical Contractor, The installation
,tion will be as shown on mechanical plans.
Interface - NASA will provide the telephone
Lred for thet  SDA^a.
Alpha P/N 2421-10 gauge, 2 conductor
Dearborn P/N 872202-18 gauge, 2 conductor
Alpha P/N 2424 .18 gauge, 4 conductor
Dearborn PIN 871004-18 gauge, 4 conductor
All externally exposed wire in the outdoor environment or




1S Electrical interface - The SDAS will interface with a
idard 110 - 125V, GO Hertz, 1 phase, 3 amp service. A
idard 3 wire interface (safety ground, power and return)
t a standard twist lock outlet, located within six feet of
SDAS, shall be provided by the Mechanical Contractor,
lA shall provide a three pin twist lack connector and cable
nterfacc the SDAS with the power outlet.
Alon Box - NASA shall provide. a Junction Box to the
hanical Contractor for installation in a location as
wn on mechanical plans, The .function Box shall be
ted so that it is accessible for wiring connections from
sensors into the top and is within four feet of the SDAS
Lion. At the required mounting location, the Junction
shall be mounted using the four mounting feet located
to top and bottom of the unit. Depending on the charac-
stics of the mounting surface, molly bolts, wood screws
olt/nut combinations shall be used to mount the unit.
Junction Box shall be installed in a top-up orientation.
.on Box /Sensor Interface - NASA will establish the wire
st which idLtitifies where each sensor wire attaches to 	 2,)
notion Box, The Junction Box will be prewired from the
nal strips to output connectors by NASA prior to delivery
site. Each applicable sensor detail illustrates the sensor
ction Box wiring. The Mec l -nical Contr- 4 nr shad
ct sensor wires to Junction Box terminals according to
ng diagram to be provided b y NASA.
dole Interface Cables - NASA will
.en the Junction Box and the SDAS
I on Ilse of Instrumentation
ng, inuicating or readout devices are to be connected
imentation sensors, i . e., paralleled with the Site Data
Subsystem, without prior approval of NASA.
roperiy operating sensor will be identified to Honeywell ERC,
lmination of the sensor for signs of physical damage such as
Tires, loose connectors, loose terminals. etc. If no physical
is apparent in the inspection, NASA shall be notified for
nstructions. If mechanical damage is apparent, the sensor
replaced by the Mechanical Contractor with a sensor supplied
. The defective sensor shall then be returned to NASA for
ng from the sensors to the Junction Box shall be performed
to Mechanical Contractor utilizing wire supplied by the
hanical Contractor. The wire size and number of conductors
Bred for each sensor cype is s p ecified in list below and each
or type is specified in list below and each sensor detail.
Sensor-to-Junction Box wire shall be UL approved, color-
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Wire nuts will be utilized for terminations at the following
sensoi0.
Temperature Sensors	 3 each (single element)
'temperature Sensors	 0 each (dual element)
AFTCMANr	 !^
tl^J,l1^'•. JEtL EtIE1GY RESBUSICES CE(ITER
vv [ „Fl	 S,! ^i.	 MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. 55413	 A
GAG MGT	 ,ol.	 /1;1INTRACTNO.	
, Tr \ ;` IIVT^^i.J'' •L „I,J
SIZE IC: "E 1P.%T "0. DRAMW N0.
SCALE	 S!'; ET 4 OF ti
CONTROL I A	 I I
Wire nuts shall be replaced with a butt splice in areas where
the connections are exposed to vibration.
Ring terminals will be used to terminate the wires at the
following sensors;




if terminations conflict with local codes, local codes shall be
applicable.
Other Materials
All other matertals necessary for installation of the sensors
shall be provided by the Mechanical Contractor. This would
include but not be limited to, pipe fittings, fasteners, electrical
enclosures, terminal hlnck-, electrical wirino, electrical conduit,











2.1	 Requirement SvsteM Des t n Cond tinms, 	 The svatems for heating O1)
and combined heating and ca)ling (11C) and the domestic
hot water (DIM) system/subsystem shall be capable of
functioning at their designed flow rates, pressures and
temperatures.
2.1.5	 Criterion Entrar: ed Air.	 When liquid heat transfer fluids are used,
the system shall provide suitable means for air removal.
2.2	 Requirement Mechanical Stresses. 	 Mechanical stresses that arise
Within the system ahall not cause damage or malfunction
of the system or Its components.
2.2,1	 Criterion Vibration Stress Levels. 	 Vibrations in piping, ducts,
inatrumentation lines, and control devices shall be con-
trolled to reduce stress levels below those that cot ld
cause fatigue and subsequent component damage.
2.2,5	 Criterion Thermal Changes. 	 The system components and assembliefi
shall be designed to allow for the thermal contraction and
expansion that would occur over the service temperature
range.
2.2.6	 Criterion Flexible Joints, 	 All systems employing h:at transfer fluids
shall be designed to be capahle of accommodating flexing of
plumbing and fittings.
2.3	 Requirement Leakage Prevention.	 System aseemblies contain:ng heat
transfer fluids shall not leak to an extent greater than that
specified In the design when operated at the design conditions.
2.3.1 Criterion Pressure 'test: .
 Nonpotable Fluids. Those portions of the
11. IIC and DdW systems which contain heat transfer fluids
(other than air) and are not directly connected to the potable
water supply shall not leak when pressures of not less than
1-1/2 times their working pressure are imposed for a mini-
mum of 15 minutes.
2.3.2 Criterion
	 Pressure Test: Potable Water. Those portions of the 11,
IIC and DIIW systems that are directly connected to the pot-
able water supply system shall not leak when tested in accord-
ance with the code having jurisdiction in the area where the
system is used. In areas having no building code, a nationally
recognized model code shall be used.
2.7 Requirement Piping Supports, Pipe hangars, pipe trenches, and other
supports shall carry the static aid operational loads norm-
ally imposed without impairing system function.
2.7. 1 Criterion
	
Applicable Plumbing Standards. Piping shall be installed
In accordance with Section 615 of the NIPS (4900, 1 and 4910. 1).
3.2 Requirement Failure Loads and Load Capacity. The structural elements
and connections of the 11, IIC and DIIW systems shall not fail




Ultimate IAad Combinations. Non-conventional elements and
connections shall 	 %,iith this criterion. (Conventional
elements and connections are deemed to satisfy this criterion).
A Structural components, connections slid supporting elements
shall be desigoed to withstand a uniform load of 50 psf.
3.5 Requirement Cutttn^f Structural Elements. Cutting of structural elements
for the installation of 11, IIC and DIIW system components shall









Criterion Dlsign Provisions; The effect on the oize, shape or eng inerr-
Ing propertiesof a load-bearing element resulting from holes,
Copes, notches, etc„ shall be determined to Insure that re-
quired safety margins against failure have been maintained, D
Constraint 1pade. 'Ihc structural elements and connectionsi.b Requirement ^ ,-
ti,114'end UIIIY nstems shall comply with Criterion 3.2;1
while simultaneously subjected to constraint loads expected
during the s-rvice life,
3,1.1	 Criterion Four.datlon S<ltlement. Contraction and E.n3na&oonn.	 Non-con-
i,for heating ( 11) ventwnal elements and conneeponi stall comply with thisdeemed
hd the domestic
criterion.	 (Conventional elements and connections are
to satisfy this criterion).
1 be capable of
pressures and 4 , 1	 Requirement Plumbin	 snd Electrica l Installation.	 The design and installa-tionof the ayotema for heating (N),combined heating and cool-
Ing (11C) and the domestic hot water (DIIW) system/subsrstem
Fr fluids are used,
and their components shall be in accordance with nationally
for
`for air removal,
recognized plumbing and electrical codes and standards
health and safety, where cpplicable.
that ariseea
S` or malfunction
4.1.1	 Criterion Plumbing Codes snd Stand ards ,	 Plumbing materials and
equipment and Char installation  shall be in accordance
with Sections $15 and 615 of the ALPS (4900,1 and 4910.1).
s lping, ducts, 4.1.7
	 Criterion Electrical Codes and Standards.	 Electrical materials and
equipment and their instaii1ion shall be in accordance with
III shall be con- Sections 516 and 616 of the MPS (4900, 1 and 4910.1).
e that coLld
mage. 4,3	 Requirement Vire Safety.	 The design and installation of the N, 1IC and
116 W systems  and their components shall provide a minimum
ents and assemblies level of fire safety constatant with applicable codes and
it contraction and standards.
vice temperature 4,3,7
	 Criterion Penetrations throui4i Fire-Rated Assemblies, 	 Penetrations
roug	 ire rated wa la, partitions, floors, roofs, etc.
shall not reduce the fire resistance below the levels specified
ff^ff1I at transfer fluids In Section 405 of the AIMS (4900 , 1 and 4910.1) ( 1), where
iimodating flexing of applicable,
4, 5 Requirement Safety Under EmergencLjCcnditlons, 	 In the event of caner-
gencies, the 11, 1IIC and LUX systems shall not unduly hinder
contaln :ng heat the movement of occupants of the building or emergency per-
greater than that sonnet.	 Life safety hazards which could occur as a result,,
e design conditions, of failures of the above oyotems ' shall riot be greater than
Zthose imposed by conventional systems.
se portions of the 4,5.1
	
Criterion Emergency Eg ress and Access.	 The design and Installation s
Pat transfer fluids	 +^ uie If, IIC and UIIty systems shall not impair the emergency
ected to the potable movement of occupants of the building or emergency personnel
es of not less than to an extent greater than that allowed by Sections 402 and 405 of
mp09ed for a mini- the MPS ( 4900 . 1 and 4910.0 (1) and NFPA 101 (3), where appli-
cable.
4.1	 Requirement Accessibilit y for Malntensi ce and Servicing, 	 The systems
rtions of the 11, or h^` eating ( 1, combined heating and cooling (HC) and the /
' nnected to the pot- domestic hot water ( Dliti') system/subsystem shall be designed, d
hen tested to accord- constructed, and Installed to provide sufficient access for gen-
e area where the oral maintenance, convenient servicing and monitoring of sys- 66
.Ing code, a nationally tem performance.
1.1.1	 Criterion Access for System Maintenance.	 All Individual items of equip-
ment and components of th,e ti, NC and DN W systems which
ches, and other may require periodic examination, adjusting, servicing and/or
tonal loads norm- maintenance shall be accessible for Inspection, service, repair.




	 Filters.	 Filters shall be designed and located so that they	 UNREL0. 1 and
nd449
(4900910 . 1),	 EASEDcan	 cleaned or replaced with minimum disruption to the C
Not
tructural elements
system and adjacent equipment. 	 Cleaning frequencies shall	 1	 £„,',J,
be specified by the system manufacturer In the maintenance	 \	 ^^ r^
E'^-0•stems shall riot fall manual.
	
C4^.11TRp f'
'service life of the
°ntional elements and
oil.	 (Conventio nal
atisfy this criterion). TOLERANCES UNLESS	 utAfTSMAN 	 1"NOTED OTHERWISE	 HOMEYLJELL	 ENERGY' RESOURCES CENTER
.x
C HECKER	 +
♦ 	 ""L	 ENGR	 (i+Ci.	 MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. 56413AN4Er	 D'eV /t
supporting elements
Gad of 50 psf.
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tem components shall
structural elements.
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SOLAR COLLECTORS







The Lennox LSCIS solar collector Is a development of the
Lennox Reswrch laboratory Solar Dearges department, Len,
nobs Manufacturing group and the Solar Research group of
Honeywell Inc The LSC18 is a glass cover, selective ate
sorbet, modular collector adaptable to any type and site
sour system. Lennox collcclers sea available with single
WIS 15) or two glaso (LSCIS-1) covers and uhhted to ace
cumulate solar energy which may be used in systems for
basting residences, commercial none, domestic hot water,
swimming pool water, c10. Us LSCiO collector is a high
thermal efficiency, flat pinta collector applicable to now or
retrofit installations. Cuaectors ate dosigned for easy insist•
belion in aepas ate suppoii s cc frames con4ltucted of wood or
melll, Tlie table CQllet lot st ructural framing system may be
installed on a root of at around levct, Collectors can be
Installed Individually or in multiple banks end to end ancLor
aide by side and assombled in parallel, sen; 3 or series paint'
kl combination. When collectors see installed the thermal
•xpanadan of each obsorbci p lato is apprultimatefy O 125 inch
for a tcmfivratura difference of 200 F Since ilia inlet and
outlet from each coacklor are on o pposdu stri p s of the resod•
wits, ilia inier torencchon f uuns i n expansion loop hvIt"ing
that  f e n pamfun fortes Srfvtcc ate ss to cacti collrctur
may be accomphshrd violinist it •notving ilia entire modulo
or diNnrlung Iho sillactmd mwfules All papma connections
are located external 111 Ilia coll"for enclusuro. 1110 high
NUTC 5lnx'Ax/wn.ILdaxla—I N . Wolk eaas wlglrt M thande wnbtad inurA
output to imololion folio of the collector is accompbshad
primarily in the design of the steel aLsotber plate which
captures solar energy and Hanslcis it to wsat10 hoar Tha
place is formed around the carpet flow fillies and sits !cd with
a $older filter. The wrap around contact cf plait to isebca
provides mextmum heat Pontiac and the tubes, pormanrMly
tooled against oxide c0uotion, havo continuing Mqh Ole
cielicy. In add;bon, the entire pinto is given a special ijlack
Chiantis coating lot high aWorphoily and low to to J'abwt
loss. The obsorbor pinto is COm p lcfely
 totaled on rubber
pads within the encio5hft, climmahng recent to metal ten
loci thol would result in conducuvily IoSS Sutfacrs pl Ilia
glass covot(e) have aced cad ed surface I. nos that Incicato
tight transmission by reducing #01cction Tem pered low
l+on flints is ablation trwstanl and structurally stiorot In
cents of breakage, Ilia weather light aluminumtover fratno
can be easily di5manticd lot Own tclilatnnenl ThetoN clot
enclotlurb is Lonttrudcd of Da!v01umo aicei with a Ucuro
Statically dap painted linnh EncloSuto is compicicly lined
with high lemporalurr fibriglass insulation both brncath
and around the absorber plate Twu position m,,ruming
brackets op each corner of the cot friction prrmds in, I Malian
cithofvcflirollyoronilaetud4et`s Collecfats ate Maptri-fin
dividually and factory 055rntbled Ilia imtallerit r, ohty to
motod collector in Iy l in of framing thntluae dctded and








Tramparent Cover-Composed of inn of two sheClA of 18 Inch
Huts tempered low non nWs4 Until •aud .n as of Ihu mass aherl mo
eml frlhsbon uufacu clt)trd hI uvrr.tw annsnuauon this Plats
sttel has a PVC IPuly vinyl Cmnruh9 wralncralnp s id rrnnnd the
edges and is entlmirc p an nxtrulee alurnnmm home whn h may tic
dsatinmbicd lot uplatemce l of the ieiass Vasa holes am ptovtdcd
miheatonroriumfmine Ilia fuggt11 glass cuvar is struchually strong
enough w w llistnad heavy wand, adl and snow loads Ilia glass
cmef sysie m prnvtdes tranamissron of the maximum ornount of
Incident solar energy.
Absorber Plate —The solar absol triif is an asecmbly of pitallcl cap-
per p ow hubris handed loo formal Clct • I ptato and Missal Mild with
awlarseleclivneeohh0 ThaSpetialenat.ngMaackchrumsrnhnghl
nickel) P ppl ied to ilia sibllarbct plate pro'dos high sulm abcurphvAY
ondmutinnumheradiahontoes InaJC^ lion, theto sling #5 . xttcmcly
durable when exlloeed to severe antWeal condilmns, particularly
humidity Thr steel plate Iiformed around thocclipt:I Dow tubes andis hot)
 lempemluto solder faced 11 added to cash lobe. This design
refulls in hioh thermal hrat transfer, permanently reels ilia tubing
from oxide corrosion at d allows first waiting ptnsburrs. The cop-
per now tubes are brared to copper mamleid pipes, one m each and
The manifold pipes ate capped and lave 313LIO site p , po fittings
strarnai to she enclosure. for co n nech nn to Ile sotply and return
lines cl the sys tc,•rr or adjacent collectors sat ist and outlet eonnnc•
Were are locale d i re a 2 . flow pennies to improve the Moto charlectcris-
ba and facilitate installation.
Insulation—The solar collector has 7 11 inch thick Inaulalion be-
neath the absc r 7er pinto and 1 inch around the sides of Ihocolleclof
enclosure The neutalron is e semirigid tiborplass Wild without
fil and is capable of withstanding unlikely tomperaluies up to
SWF without wtgassing.
Collector Enclosure —The weather Intl enclos ate is conshutled of
corrosion rest;lanl heavy gauge galvalwne steel wish a special Len.
nox 1, Efeclro Deposition" pretass paint hmsh. Exirodrd aluminum
rover prairie re anodized lot maximum protection agamal corrosion
Cose0rame is easily removed for complete service access to mtetmr
of enclosure Weep holes ere furnished in the euUnsum for vanilla,
lion and moisture removal in case of any condrn5alon The d$
solber plates mounted on adicorn rubber pads si labrg the plate
from metal to metal contact with tho enclosure that Wo p IJ Instill In
any conductivity loss Two position mounting br.i(kiits on each
cofneroriheenclosufepr pwdoflexibitilyclinota i btio n Pptngcil
erections are Icca!ed exlarrim to the rnclosure end are one ppod wdh
piping collars which ramforco the pine filling$ alid all, w, force lobe
applied to the connection without strossmg the manifolds
Conottor(Triiroport or Coolinq)Fluid — The heat transfer flo dused
In the solar collector can tonuo humvi i ter to vanrn+s tnla Ilowevne
the fluid should ax bible she follci prnnemas: low it, 013ly over
the tongs of ambient temperatures rm alledorol, nonetnro ,va Iwilh
Irlb bliors if neceaexry), chomi- . .illy st Me over 15 ?0 year Ilia goad
heal transfer ploprrlms, high final callosity anti low fire, ng point it
law ambient temperatures are anticipated Lennox recommends the
^' \ 111 i '	 \ list_, A '' a
LL
,	 ,	 4
uca of enr ich` ldytnl historic Anhfrrria D,sdhnm En 1, produced
bil  Dgw(fu I rilroagWtty) Kill. 4NdhN,ih9ma'A`4Iauully
vuluma. Sn f yu "I ' I Ilmd eyi d 4 • r tort mkeiir u,in q 1 far It Iran$
fee over AlinFooblle ran-In sal 40Fto8klF fanwmnemthuuhtbo
allowed onto per ycat end Inh:bdofs added if nctdcd-
$p!fda:sflPnsP
of Colbml9r Modrl Numbe•s.
«-Smgir G lass cover LSC10 IS
.^ Doubb• Glass Cover MIS I
• Nominal rug cttar Arco -- 10 sq, IL
• Elfechys: AV , ibc, Arco- Me sq. is.
• Raho Os (V A to Absntai Aria
To Total Silica Covctcd -- P.a%
• Glass Cuvrrl6):
- f C to thick
•.. Trn.Acicd Low Iron Clear
--TmmomWnce-- E6







— Coprer Flow Tubes -• Ito) 1N in a d 1.194 in, i d 1
--Tube Spacing ^.3 3 in On Center
-Tube Pattern - ' V tic.
-Momfold- • 1 . 1'0 in oil 11079 in td)
- Tuba Connections To Man fiII&
ASTM OCuP . 3 Pranrg hlatensl
- Bond Ootween Tubrs 6 Steel Plate -95 5 ScAer
-- Piping Connachnns 0.10 of ll - $6,10 flit
-Manifolds h Tubes Piessuro tested:
To 150 ps,g Working Picssu e
• Recommended Flow Palo Thru Collector — .3 to .I Win
• Collector Fluid Capacity .-,3gal
• Collector Fluid 150 . 50 Powlherin SRI or Equivalent)
S11.1 Data:
-Ocr ity-.. 1045 g' ml let 11101)
-Viscosity- 14 conuCono lit IWFI
- Thermal Conduclivey d 023 OluIVIF ht Ih0'F)
-Specific Heat-405 O r ii ib'F tat IWfI
titre y : v,nf - 237F
treating Point - 14'F
• Insulation Semo gid Fiberglass Board:
-Ocnsity-70ILA$
-Thermal Conduchvdy O 28 Otto inalr ci t ies ?W F)
In - t t 5)
-$peci ge Hoot- • 16 Diu Ili'F
-Maximum Tomperaluro -1,WF Iwilhoutoutgassing)
• Colle c tor Shipping Vic IN Pbt 1 •-11 - Packo9el
LSC18 1S 143
LSC181 •- 170
• collector NCt Wetuht sibs)
Mcle is — 123
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:iln lc-tit.rck t'ollerttar %r r IV
1. Screw header-to-collector coupling Into both collator








2. Connect pre-assembled return header auctions: to top of
collector a: rav with section-lo - nection couplings fclaced
at all ao)nto, I,ubrtr. ,ate head at end of coupling with liquid
detergent soap for equivalent) prior to slipping Lose over
coupling. .1f1cr proper .alignment solder header sections
together, Insulate and weatherproof umnsulated nettton.i
of header. Strap header to support structure.
3. Repeat 02 for pre-assembled supply header sections at
bottom of collector array.
Double-Stack Collector Array
1. For bottom row collector screw header-to-collector
coupling into bottom end of collector and collector-to-
collector coupling Into top end of collector,	 Place
collector on support structure and fasten to structure
i (bolls at bottom end and insert clips at top end).
1	 2. Place 2 x 4 wood stud at top end of collector with wide
face nut against support structure.
3. For second stack collector screw collector-to=collector
coupling into bottom end of collector and header-to-
,_. _+	 r^ppt y collector coupling into top end of collector.
16'4	t«,...^,^
4. Lower collector down structure until it rests against wood
stud, and connect fluid lines with 24 in. silicone hose
clamping each end to coupling.	 Lubricate bead at end of
coupling with liquid detergent soap (or equivalent) prior
to slipping hose over coupling,
S. Remove 2 x 4 wood stud and lower collector such that
mounting brackets slide into clips.	 Fasten ,op mounting
brackets (bolts)to structure,
6. Repeat 11 - N5 for entire collector array.
7, Connect pre-ossembled return header sections same as
02 for singl y -stack array.
8. Connect pre-assembled supply header sections same as
02 for single-stack array.
Triple-Stack Collector Arrav





Put insulation tube around header. Ap ply insulation adhesive In longi-
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Heat Capacity and Pressure Drop
C
Height of the coil =	 25"
Length of the coil =	 20"
No. of rows =	 2
No. of fins/inch =	 15
Outer dia. of tubes - =	 1/2"
No. of circuits =	 10
Air flow rate 2000 CFNI
HP of fan motor +	 1/5
Assumed air temp, at the suction side
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FLUMBING: Connect the inlet and outlet
manifolds (1 5/0" O. U., copper tube) of
B	 the purge coil to the desired pipes in the
collector loop,
ELECTRICAL: Connect the motor of the
purge coil fan to the control panel.
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The solar energy which cannot be used for space heating/cooling
stored for future use, This stored energy will be avallable for
domestic hot water heating and space heating at nite or on cloudy
This energy is stored in water leontained in a Itned and insulated
tank. The capacity of the tank is 1000 gallons. It should be Instu
at the residence above ground. Valves activated by the control s,
permit charging or disrharging.
Specifications
Ncmtnal capacity - 1000 gallons
Material 010 gauge cold rolled steel
Size. 64" diameter x 72" long
Domestic hot water coil Ir :luded in tank
Lining, coal tar epoxy
Exterior painted with primer and shop coat of enamel
Tank empty weights approx. 860 lbs.
Filled tank weights approx. 8.205 lbs,
18" manhole provided for Internal access
11 penetrations are provided for inlets/outlets
and temperature sensor Installations.
Installation Notes
^ Above grade installation should be enclosed with partition and
t	 engulfed in blown fiberglass Insulation.
Tank should be filled with 1500 mg 1 1 sodium nitrite. corrosion
Norman Chemical, Product No. 284 or equivalent. (Owlml)
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HEATING SYSTEM - SINGLE. FAMILY RESIDENCE
ELECTRICAL SUBSYSTEM
L CONDITIONS
e: The Electrical Subsystem will involve all field
xical wiring necessary to complete the solar heating
em and make it ready for operation.
Bred Work: The Electrical Contractor shall provide a
rate branch circuit to each of the following. Values
n are minimum circuit ampacity.
230 V single phase
I.) Beat Pump Outdoor Unit: 24.3 amps
2.) Electric Beating Coil and cleat Pump Indoor Unit:
79.2 amps
3.) Domestic HW llealer: 39.1 amps
120V single phase
1. ) Energy Transport Modul?: 12.9 amps
h branch circuit shall have a circuit breaker or fuse at
,I 	 panel. sized per all applicable codes. A
onnect switch shall be provided Lf required by code.
IATERIALS AND METHODS
Lc Materials: All materials shall be supplied by the
arical Contractor. All materials shall be as specified
he Architect and required by all applicable codes.
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2.5 Appurtances
Four tie down lugs also used as lift hooks shall be provided.
They shall be made of the same material as the tank shell and
sized and located approximately as shown on Figure 2. They
shall be attached with continuous double welded jcints full length
of the lug. Four support saddles shall be fabricated and welded
at the tank 1 / 4 points. The saddles shall be capable of supporting
the tanks %hen filled to capacity with water at 8.3 lbs/gallon.
2.6 Internal:,
A rod of 1/8" min diameter shall be formed as shown in Figure 2
and welded to the top of the tank to support the heat coil. It should
be installed prior to applying the interior lining. The heat coil,
Honeywell SK 14204 7 . shall be furnished by buyer and installed by
the tank manufacturer. It should be installed after the interior
lining is applied.
2.7 Finishes
After final testing the tank shall be dried and cleaned thoroughly
inside and outside to remove grease, loose scale, rust, and
foreign material.
The interior shall be sandblasted and then a coal tar epoxy
(Chem-mastic 2203 or equivalent) shall be applied for a minimum
thickness of 0.012":
The exterior shall be primed and painted with a coat of enamel for
rust protection.
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3.0 INSPECTION & TESTING
3.1 Drawings
The tank manufacturer, after receipt of purchase order, shall
furnish shop drawings to the buyer for approval. These drawings,
as well as the Purchase Order and specification, may be used by
the buyer to inspect the tank during or after fabrication. An
"as built" drawing will be required if changes are authorized
during tank fabrication.
3.2 Workmanship
The tank manufacturer shall assure that a) all welds show no
evidence of poor workmanship such as porosity, inclusions, cracks,
lack of fill, blow holes, incompleteness, etc. b) the location and
size of all appurtances,openings, Threads and internals meet the
print requirements, c) the diameter, length and wall thickness meet
the print requirements.
3.3 inspections
The tank manufacturer shall visually inspect each tank 10016 both
inside and outside after cleaning and before applying the finishes.
a. After finishing and installation of the heat coil the tank shall be
reinspected visually for lack of evidence of use of incorrect
materials or poor workmanship such as incomplete coverage,
cracks, thin spots, lack of adhesion,ruris, etc.
b. Verify that the minimum thickness of the coal tar epoxy is 0.012
inches at random points inside the tank and on the hook or measure
the build-up on witness plugs used in the threaded opening: and the1.












ENERGY RESOURCES CENTER CODE IDENTIFICATION NO. 55513
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3.4 Testing
The tank shall be pressure tested for leaks using air pressure
or vacuum and a suitable material such as soap suds or linseed oil
for the detection of leaks. All leaks shall be corrected and retested
for not less than 15 minutes. The test pressure shall be 3 psi (min)
and shall be held for an adequate time to permit thorough inspection
in any case not less than 30 minutes.
3.5 Records
The tank manufacturer shall record the results of the inspections
and tests of paragraphs 3. 3, 3.4. These records shall be mailed
to the Buyer at the time of shipment. Each tank shall be identified
for record purposes including Purchase Order number and item number.
C0 PREPARATION FOR SIiIPMEN,r
All finished surfaces not otherwise protected shall be coated with
rust preventive. Threaded opening shall be plugged and pipes
extending beyond tank shall be capped and suitably supported to
xvotd damages during shipment. Tank shall be clearly identified
with purchase order number and item number.
5.0 GUARANTEE
Manufacturer guarantees that the vessel fulfills all conditions as stated
In this Specification and that it is free from fault in design, construction,
workmanship and material. Should any defect develop during the first
year of operation, the manufacturer agrees to make all necessary
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AUXILIARY ENERGY AND SPACE HEATING SUBSYSTEM
DRAWING NO. SK 142102
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DESCRIPTION
IL
The Auxiliary Energy and Space Heating Subsystem consists of the Solar
COIL Heating System Space Heating Coll integrated with a conventional (non-
solar ausisted) electric-heat pump, and auxiliary electric heating coil.
The heat pump is a matched remote system consisting of an outdoor
unit and an Indoor unit.	 The Space cleating Coil wat be field installed
hYhTCM between the separable halves of the heat pump indoor unit. 	 The aux-
AIL iliary electric heating soil will be field installed in the heat pump indoor
unit.	 The Indoor portion of this subsystem may be installed in a horizon-
tal or vertical position.
B
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provide maximum possible
'	 nice between toll and fan scroll.
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CBP10 INDOOR UNITS
C Durable Cabinets—The blower surd coil-filter cabinets are in sepa•earn sectionsand wrislruned of heavy gauge galvanized steel. The
Cabinets are crib)ect to a live station zinc phosphate metal wash
In cesa belpre painting. This preparation process results in a perfect
lording surface for the attitahvn finish coat of baked.on enamel,
Ca Brats are completely hnud w fir thick fiberg lass insulation, Re•
nxiv'bill panels provide complete service access, Positive and quick
Ncurit,o of cabinets together is occomc lished with drive cleats, for
down•Do applications held modili ation of the cod niter cabinet Is
mgaired The coil drain pan assembly and front panels must be
removed from the cabinal, rotated 180 and replaced ovine installer,
Mowerubinei supply air nponing his flanges for ease of connecting
eruct. Eltctraml in!els art located in the blower section, see 6man•
eton drawing.
Ikamua Indoor Coll— Lennox designed and fabricated cods are eon-
otrtWed of precisely spaced (.pplaedged aluminum fins machine
fkled to copper tubas. Twin coils assembled in an ••A" configuration
provides menu large su lace and contact area for maximum efli•
dricy, Coils are cucuitsd to maximize the flow rate when defrost
Cycle Is required. 
'
Fins ar. strengthened to resist banding, which can
Mrrict air pwo and reduce eHiclene/. Fins have rona s that grip
Wrbtp for maximum cornact area resultinq in excellent heat transfer.
14ored shoulder tubing joints and silver so ldering provide tight leak
proof )Dints. Coils are thoroughly tested under pressure to Insure
Wk proof construction.
Drain Pan —Dtep pan is constructed of corrosion resislam !wavy
paugagstvanlzedsteel E quipped with dull$primary and secondary)
/slvaoued pipe 134 m pt) drain outlsts extended outs-or of cabinet
IV ease of camection. Down•flo a pplications require field reposed
Yonlna of the drain pan by removing and rotating the coddrain pan
ataambly 1817 and replacing In the cabinet, Field modifications are
also required Im up•ilo or horizontal Installations
Ckransble Ala Filter— Washabtm aluminum frame filter with
layered empanded a!umirum mesh media coated with a water
Wo adhesive with a high dust holding capacity is lurni sheu as at
acrd, Use RP pfnc lucts coating number 418 IP•8 .50691 lot reo
n dle after Waning. l Inch thick fiher is furnished as standard. f'
In easily removed and reµaced when cleaning is required
fission" Blower — Equipped with a Lennox designed and bush
red drive dower. Each dowers statically and dynamically balm
as an assembly before it is installed in the unri, This special altenn
to design details and mssemdy balancing adds up to the quietest
molt efficient direr drive blower in the industry. Muluspeed m
Is resiliently mounts i A choice of blr •wer speeds a available,
blower perfo-mince charts Change of blower speeds is audtr
complished by a simple change in wiring.
G erlow Cooing Relay (Rwrrshed) •—A blower cosh relay b
nished is standard equipment and is factory installed in the d
ca Mnmt aaCion.
Heklami l l Line Connections —Vapor and liquid lines areequi r
with flare fittings an CEPIO-41 model, Liquid line has Mare hrtr
and vapor has requires sweat connection on the Cli p 10.51
I. ins are extended outside of the cabinet for mesa of conrrectm,
dimension drawing for locnown.
Expansion Valve and Cher! Vohs — factory installed Cron
valve is desfgrrd and sued for use In heat pump system Val"
dequipp with bleed port which permits pressure to equalua a
swcompressor stops, allorg it to start in an unloaded randit
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Secure heater to cabinet with



















Elmlic Hut (Oplionap — Additive olectrK hasten are awitabli ,
 to
supplement hating capacity of Indoor unit EC810 series electric
haalera tae sva'%bit In several Kw, sues, a" Electric Hot table
Posters hold install In •nets provided In blower abnet The helix
wound nKhrom$ bar$ wife heating elements are eao2wd directly
M the air stream (hurting in instant heal transfer, lower element
tomperatur$t and long servic e life Healers are eq uroed with subs
Posing to meet NEC requirements E ach heating element is equipped
with accurately loafed limit control with a fixed temperature off
setting and autor"llc reset Ill addilson, elemems have%upplemen.
let therm @I cutoff s3fely fusel providing positive Protection in can
of excessive temperatures Cutoff fuses +re mourned toci pal to the
element loco phte for quick and easy re p la:emenl Thermal u•
quencerretey bangs the heating elements on and oM the line In
sequence and equal Increments, with a lime delay between each
skin Sequencer alto Initiates and terminates bower operation.
Haatmg conlrnl reNyis), defrost heat relay, 24 volt transformer and
prminal block are furnished as standard equipment
Control box and a -cast cover are Constructed of heavy
gauge galvanized steel Healers are completely factory assembled
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Wsethel Resistant Cabinet —Heavy gauge galvanized steel cabinet
is: ubject to a five station zinc phos phate metal wash process. This
preparation results in a partial bonuinq surface for the finish coat of
baked on enamel. Attractive enamel finish gives the cabinet long
lasting all weather protection. Top Panel is lined with thick acoustical
Fiberglass on-latiun Arugged steel outdoor toll uuard isturn"hed
as sfanlird. Drain holes In the bsse section provide condensate and
defrost drainage. Base is slopeo to assure rapid removal of water.
Heavy duty support channels under rise babe rake the unit off .1 11.0
mounting surlace sway from damaging moisture.
Comprasser and Controls Compartment — Se p arate compressor
and Controls compartment isolaivi the mmpressor and cuntrols
ham the weather and sound tian,mioion. End or top panel tin be
removed for coNiplele service arresa
Comrr4 sox — Large size andconvenienoly located in the compres-
ses am! controls c, mpanrent for may access. Pre-wired at the
factory. Electrical Intel holes are prowd:d in the cabinet for wiring
aniry.
Efficiret Coredanser Fan — Direct drive fan moves large air volumes
uniformly thru the entire outdoor cog resulting in high refrigerant
cooling and heating upacity. Louvered panel is removable for 
con"plate service access to the fan and motor. Au enters unit thru the
louvered panel and is discharged thru the w;:. Straight thru flow of
Outdoor cod air results in both minimum restriction and operating
COSL
Large Outdoor Cell —Lennox designed and constructed outdoor
coil provides large surface and contact area for maximum efficiency.
Melted Coll cucuning preveras rani buildup at coil base in low am•
bients. Discharge gas enters bosom of col during defrost and heat
of refrigerant flows counter to wear drainage resulting m extremely
skin and unobstructed fins and tubes. Co Iis constructed of pre•
eiseh spaced ripple"dged fins machine titled io copper tubes. Fin
spacing allows rapid and complete water drainage. Fins are
strengthened to resin bending and reequipped with collars that
grip tubing for maximum contact was resuhmg in exultant heal
..motor. to taled shoulder tubing joumf and silver soldering provide
trghl lack proof pints. Cod is thoroughly tested undo pressure to
insure leak proof construction.
Dependable and Quiet Canwesses-
Rugged and reliable compresses is I.'rmaticalhr sealed. Suction
cooled, overload protected and quipped with internal pressure
mid valve. Internally protected from e.:cesswe current and temper•
stun. Suction gas is routed over the motor retuning or. low in•
winding temperatures. Maintains ado and discharge temperatures
within sole limits. Operates eH¢ 	 utAienify at low onor temperatures
during beating mode. A crareuw heater is furnished as standard
equipment and provides protection from slugging. The running goof
is spring mounted within the sealed noosing, In addition, the com•
pressor is 
Intl 
allad on Indians rubber moons in the unn, assuring
quiet and vibration free Operation.
Suction Line Aecumulotu — Factory installed and piped. Tomas and
prevents large amounts of liquid rafrigerant from flooding directly
into the Compressor and causing deomagm on stool-UPS  and refriger•
ant cycle change.
lgereains V.Ne-4•ww, Interchange 'eversing valve effects a
rapid change in direction of refrgrrant flow resulting in quick
changeover from cooling to hearing and vice ver y Va,ve operates
on pressure differential between outdoor unit and indoor unit of the
rysram. Curet operating and burls far years of Irouble•lrme service.
Factory installed and ;lpsdL
Es pension Valve— Designed and sued sprificalty for use in heart
 system. Sensing bulb m located on the true =.n hne 
fro'.
ween reversing valve and compressor thus senurg true suction
temprtejure m any cycle, Factory waled and piped
Discharge Tempeleture 7hrmoslat—Protects system in caw of
reh,gerant charge loss. Factory weed and imialod an the discharge
line. hisnual reams.
VI-Capacity Tea way Drier... Un`que M nay does, with Internal
check valves is a it zed In both ire cooing and h" ••.ng rycles FM	 ;7
tort , installed in the liquid line assisting a clean system al all hmra.
High Pressure Switch—Factory installed and wvtd Protects eye•
tem from suriamal opwabng conditions. Manual easel.
Defrost Canted —Unns are equipped with an air Getwra diffmnn•
lial defrost control system, Factory instai;ed air pressure switch
activated by the pressure difference across the outdoor coil, due to
frost accumulation, automatically India'" date deffaal cyce. The
defrost cycle se terminated by a temperature sensing element •which
sensea file reingtrant temperature leaving the mtdonr cod, A la-
frost cycle Is called for only when sufficient host has accumulated on
I'm coil to cause mi necessary air pressure difference. Unit opera-
lion will not be mrerruoted by an unnecessary defrost cycle caused
by changes in other pans of the system due to msdunction. The
defrost control a factory sot.
Refrigerant Line Connections, Electrical Inlets and Service
Valves — Vapor .nd li quid lines extend outside of"Weill for ease d
:
held connMions• Peirigarant line connections and field wmin il mists
all convenemY made at one central Ioc/hon an the prin. Fur.
Maned and factory installs I area check	 mvafvo, a sracter fining M the
suasion and diuha'ge lines, shutoff valve walls gauge We or, rho
vapor and liquid .mat
Start Kits 10plionefl—Available as optional eauipmert for field
installation on tie HPI0-:11V and HP1041 IV tingle phew units
Provides assistance for compressor clan under loaded cond tiona OF
In the event of low voltage. Specify Complete unit nrooel number
when ordering.
Outdoor Thermicheat Kit fOptknall — Themostallsl maintains the
heating load on he meat pump as long as Possible before allowing
the optional aux., ary electric heat to come on 94 IL844376BAf
contains ohm outdoor thermostat and mourxeg bracket with provi-
sions for mourn-rig two thermostats ff the instuir. m re qulras two
thermotkts an additional thermostat P-8 , 107151 novas be prderad	 if
OKI 5.
Approvals — Outdoor units have been throoghly, tested wish
matching indoor undo in the Lennox Rrww:h Laborator y enviroif•
menial teal room and accurately rated eccord'nO to AFi Slamdard 240
conditions In add-roes, units hove been round tested a the Lennox
reverberant sound test room and rated wcwdi mg to ARI Standard
270 conditions. Units coming within the Koae of this standard	 's(135,000 Douro OR tessl Carry the AHI cemfi"tian seal Outdoor unite
and components within she bonded far grounding to meet 041"
standards far s—Roci ipwhad by U L. and NEC. Urea re also U.L
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WiAror
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NO Ia, n ,urdI'll II 1 5 ha
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Outdoor
fan
Inuurtnr m	 h No sal hladre1	 1 77 -- 4
Mnln,rip 1 3
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.1.......I oast	 nr rrnasrsa lrMT rMl rur rAOAMM
Indoor Cod
EtF D, P Bulb
Air Tempwalure Entering Outdoor Cod IF)
Indoor En wring RS "5 :?5 /7*
V1.1 Tota l Total Sanvbin Compl Total Sens•ble Comp,	 Total Senublel CompR TPW Sensible CempAModel	 Bulb r Cooling To Total Motors Coolmq To Total Motor Coounq io Total Rlntp 1 Ctwlmo To Total orNo.	 Degrees Volurn Capacity Ratio Wansd Cap-li, ILtle Watts[ CaoacntrI
Rate	 (Watts Canacrly p., Watts
;61 imt hl ISTI In put 18tuh) 1ST In nut I	 IOluhl IST)	 tnmrt	 15tuh) ISTI Input
Ir^0 Jl'	 7 H1 '`t h7 r	 :': n• .7 '_:•)	 -••;	 147	 7^•	 •.) 3•67 ItlS '3 91 .•5	 77:") n'1{.
CBPIO-41	 67 1175 'nI"3 !0 : 7 . 7• '•t	 11'	 1 73 1'	 -) 7ti
''17 1 . 1 1:'A 71 ) 7r ')	 ]	 ') 71 t•	 ` •^
71 1175 7) +. ^0 H _	 ' .0
`7
7':0	 a 7cG _	 ^^73 3!:5
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rte	 ,• • l s, ^s 30
t nr.., •r br am a A R
• h• n rmlm r,r, ,t	 ,. 4 J
• Reler to h0ii.al LI.M.C. Co. manual to delnm,rw wear luse and &—hair wa iratlefamenes.NOTE — Llmames of operovng range No plus are minus 10% of I.ne veriaee.
ORIGINAL PAGE 18
OF POOR QUALM
Motor N Heaunq I Motw
Wens II Ca pacity	 Wansi—..	 I•„h1	 Input
Nefrlg	 - Lineserard Leta Kits 	 a:e available in se	 andveral lengths
must be ordered extra. See ROlrigvrant Line Kit Table for selection.
The refrigerant g nu (vapor and h0uid) are shlpcied refrigeration
clean. Linen am cleaned, drled and pressurized at the }+dory end
sealed by means of a rubber plug. Plug fitstight enough to hold highP
ressure In the lines, These plugs shuuId net be removed until
• connection are ready to be made. Tnut the system is aswt*d of
completely clean and dry lines for the installation. Vapor line is fully
Irradiated. Lines are furnished with a flare fining I Indoor unn coru1*c
tfon) on one end and less any titling (stubbed) on the opposite end
for connection to th0 outdoor unit.
1
I —^ 1f 1i.I
•Rated,	 accordance soon ARI Standard 770
'Rated ,'^ acc , rnance soon ARI "unnar0 740 At 4500m Imu-muml endow nr volume per ton of cod l ^9 upac.ry+^d XI h dcmrrcan9 nlnpNNe irre.E F G H Cocsnq Rahnos-05F oll y dnnr air I.mn.ralure +na tier d56)F wb 4ntennq Indeor toll air/ugh Temp H.Nmq Ratings — 4/f du elf son outdoor a•r IempMalun and 70F db entennq Indnol c.l Mr.6 5 3.14 2. 1 2 12,1 2 Low T4mp H.Nmq Ratings — 17F oil 55F wh oulCnur a+ lemperalute and 7oF do entering ii,dow sod of,
•-Li "Wastage to Gower motor Included In total unit wens Intsd
s
HPIO.311V HEATING PERFORMANCE
For use in Mat at 1123 cim Indoor Coil Air Volume ICOPI041) HPIO.311V HEAT PUMP OUTDOOR UNIT HEATING CAPACrn
suction line bet• Totd	 Au tvm m ratura Ent 	 Inc, Umdoor Cod IF)I:pmpressor
rig true suction •Outdog"Temporal.* Mator Wans Output Indoor Indoor Call 65 :5 2
Ile. (pit tea FI In,nt Irtuhl Unit Air Volume Total Comp. Total Comp. Tntat
r , -) Model Idml Heating Motor Heating Motor HearingF5 No. 70F db CapacitwellsWa Cap+atWellsWa Capacity
'A1tl Standard 240 R.tlnns Lennon Indoor Unittenon n





Haatlnq HyingEER Ho Low C.O.P.rrfARl Standard (profit C+pacify CapaatY Cnoimq lotW Temp. CO.P.	 Tamp. Capacity:70 SRN; Iilnh flluh 'Nan) Hutinq Healing_
HPIO-01 Pt 70,500 31,000 18,000 3050 7.7 3400 2.7	 2750 19 27%  CBP 10•tl201




CBPIO.41	 1175	 411t 0	 37'U	 1 ,'1 T.7	 75
17 1 1	 47 "n 	 17n	 11 "• 37 1 3	 7i I5	 t
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40
hTOR P[,f^ Twy- TWAPS, MC%F
fl(7 . I. MAMG COIL P6.P1M&NXC —
D
r	 INSTALLATION INFORMATION
l) DHW preheat coil will be previously installed in storage
c tank and has ends protruding from top of tank.
Q) Tighten adapter on compression fitting.
1) Solder coil ends to copper tubing using coupling.
INSULATION INFORMATION
'c
U Insulate copper tubing from storai 'e tank outlet to hot
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HDOMESTIC HOT WATER (DW)
Subsystem
The DIIW subsystem consists of two hot water heaters In
series.	 The lot heater is the coil Immersed in the storage
is	 domestic hot
Q
tank# and the 2nd heater	 a conventional D
water heater.	 The storage tank is heated with '.he surplus
solar energy not required for space heating. 	 This stored
tV^^ •	 J heat is transferred to city water via a coil which preheating
l3 the water before it goes to the conventional hot water heater.
v^ When the storage tank is at it ' s maximum temperature tOOoF
pn additional heat will be required from the conventional heater
at flow rates of 1 gpm or less.	 The capacity of preheat coil
is shown in Figure 1 and 2.	 To limit the output of the heaters
to 1400 a self contained 3 way mixing valve tempers the hot
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Solar Heating System - Single Family Reside nce
SEQUENCE OF OPERATION
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
GENERAL	 OF POOR QUALITY
The solar heating system and the auxiliary heat source ( heat pump and
electric coil) are controlled by the space thermostat. The control logic
AUX. r4Lr4C.TRIC. 	 is as follows:
uG.A'T COIL	 • Collect solar energy when available
- Store energy under no load conditions
hOLA(t	
Provide energy directly to load on demand
NG.Nl C01L
	
a Use direct solar energy before stored energy
• Use stored energy when direct solar energ t is not available
IMAO QUMP
	 a Use direct or stored solar ene rgy before auxiliary energyINDoO COIL.	 gY	 Y	 &Y
DIRECT HEATING FROM COLLECTORS
FILZG.2	 Whenever plate temperature T  is greater than 105 0F (adjustable) and there
is a call for heating from the space thermostat,pumps P l and P2 are activated.
Valve V2 is positioned to direct flow to the heating coil. The furnace fan is
activated to provide warm air to the space. A heating coil leaving air high
limit controller will cause valve V 2 to direct flow to the storage tank if the
heating coil leaving air temperature exceeds 140 0F. Direct heating
operation will continue until the space thermostat is satisfied or until






Whenever T  is less than 105OF (adjustable, TST is greater than 1000F
(adjustable) and there is a call for space heat, Dump P3 is activated to
discharge the storage tank for space heating. Valve V2 is positioned to
direct flow to the heating coil. The furnace fan is activated to provide warm
air to the space. Pumps P l and P2 are not allowed to operate during this
mode. The heating coil leaving air high limit controller functions as
described above.
STORAGE CHARGING
Storage charging is accomplished whenever T  Is greater than T 83 by 180F
(adjustable). Pumps Pl and P2 are activated and valve V 2 is positioned to
dL -ect now to the storage tank. If the above temperature difference falls
to less than 30F (adjustable), the storage charge mode is terminated.
HEAT REJECTOR CONTROL
Whenever the collector discharge temperature exceeds 210 0F (adjustable)
as sensed by T CD valve V 1 is positioned to direct collector loop Row
through the heat rejector, and the heat rejector fan is activated.
AUXILIARY BEATING
Whether or not, solar heating is being utilized, either direct or stored,
auxiliary heating will be available, if required, from the heat pump.
Additional auxiliary heat will be available, if required, from the electric
heating coil us determined by the control logic and outdoor thermostats
T-1 and T-2.
DOMESTIC HOT WATER HEATING
Whenever domestic hot water is drawn from the water heater it is
replaced by preheated water from a coil in the storage tank. A
thermostatic mixin g, valve is used to regulate the hot water supply
temperature to 140"F.
B
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SITE DATA ACQUISITION SUBSYSTEM
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SITE DATA ACQUISITION SUBSYSTEM
MATERIAL LIST




Instrumentation Sensors se follows: 
SENSOR	 FUNCTION	 DETAIL
1001	 Total Radiation
T001	 Outdoor Ambient DB Temperature	 O
T100	 Collector Inlet Temperature
TD101	 Collector Differential Temperature 	 Q
T102	 HX Solar Inlet Temperature
TD103	 HX Solar Differential. Temperature	 Q
T200	 HX Hot Water Inlet Temperatuf	 0




Storage Tank Temperature - Top 	 QB
T203	 Storage Tank Temperature - Middle	 0
T204	 Storage Tank Temperature - Bottom
T300	 Domestic Cold Water Temperature
TD301	 Solar DHW Preheat Differential Temperature 	 O
T400	 Heating Coil HW Inlet Temperature	 ^0
TD401	 Heating Co l HW Differential Temperature
T600	 Space Return Air Temperature	 O
T601	 Heating Coll Air Inlet Temperature 	 O7	 L
TD602
	
Heating Coil Air Differential Temperature 	 ©	
i
T603	 Space Supply Air Temperature	 U7
W100
	
Collector Flow Rate	 OS
W200	 Storage Flow Rate	 O5
W300	 DHW Flow Rate
W400	 Heating Coil Flow Rate	 O5
EPI00	 Collector Pump Power
EP101
	
Heat Rejector Fan Power	 O
EP200 Storage Pump Power	 O
EP300 Domestic HW heater Power
	 ®	 p
EP400 Heating Pump Power	 Q	 B
EP401	 Electric Heater and Fan Power 	 O
EP402 Heat Pump Power 	 O
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All temporature sensors shall be located so as to avoid E
L'
accidental damage to the sensor head asserbly.
2.	 Dow Corning DC-340 heat transfer grease shall be applied
M to the bottom of the temperature probe prior to insertion
Into the thermwell.
In areas where there is a mixing of flows, the temperature
A
3.
sensor shall be mounted a minimum of twenty (20) pipe
" ^•^^; diameters downstream of the point of mixing.
d.	 All temperature sensors shall be identified with a brass tag.
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1. Flowmeters shall be preceded by a minimum
of twenty (20) pipe diameters of uninterrupted
flow line upstream, and followed by a mimimum
of ten (10) pipe diameters of uninterrupted flow
line downstream. These sections shall have no
elbows, valves, thermometers or temperature
sensors, or other obstructions.
2. Flowmeters shall be located In the horizontal
position.
S. All flowmeters shall be identified with a brans
tag.
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OMAN BEATING SYSTEM - SINGLE FAMILY RESIDENCE
ELECTRICAL SURSYSTf M
GENERAL CONDITIONS
1.1 Scope: The Electrical Subsystem will Involve all field
electrical wiring necessary to complete the solar heating
system and make It ready for Opwratiun.
1.2 Required Work: The Electrical Contractor shall provide a
separate branch circuit to cacti of the following. Values
given are minimum circuit ampacity.
a.) 230 V single phase
1.) Neat Pump Outdoor Units 24.7 amps
2.) Electric stealing Coll and Neat Pump Indoor Unit:
79.7 amps
2.) Domeatic NW floaters 59.9 amps
b.) I70V single phase
1.) Energy Transport Modul:: 17.9 amps
Each branch circuit shall have a circuit breaker or fuse at
mirin electrical panel. sized per all applicable codes. A
disconnect switch shall be provided it required by code.
BASIC MATERIALS AND METHODS
3.1 Basic Materials: All materials shall be supplied by the
Electrical Contractor. All materials shall be as specified
x	 by the Architect and required by all applicable codes.
k
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DIVISION 15 - MECHANICAL
	
1.	 PROJECT DESCRIPTION
1.1 The work included in this contract consists of the installation
of a solar energy system to provide space and domestic water
heating for a single-family residence at the intersection of
Long b Hamilton Streets, in the City of New Castle, Pennsylvania.
1.2 Honewell, Inc., under contract to the U.S, National Aeronautics
and Space Administration will provide at no cost to the contractor





Auxiliary Energy S Space Heat
d. Domestic Hot Water
e. Energy Transport
f. Control
In addition, Honeywell will provide componets for another subsystem,
the site data acquisition subsystem. All costs related to this
subsystem for materials and labor must be identified as an alternate
to the base bid.
	
2.	 WORK BY OTHERS
2.1 The following is work that will be performed by others. The
contractor shall be responsible to coordinate his work to provide
proper interfacing between his work and the work of others.
a.	 General construction of the residence including all necessary
site work, utility service, distribution ductwork for the
space heating system to and from the heat pump unit, and
distribution pipework for the plumbing system from the domestic
water heater and cold water inlet to the plumbing fixtures.
	
3.	 SCOPE OF WORK
3.1 This specification covers all labor, tools, and materials necessary
for the complete installation of the work shown on the heating
drawings and described in these specifications. The installation
shall be guaranteed against defects in material and workmanship for
one year.
4. LAWS, REGULATIONS AND FEES
4.1 This work shall comply with all applicable laws and regulations. The
Contractor shall secure and pay for all necessary permits.
	
5.	 HONEYWELL - GOVERNMENT FURNISHED EQUIPMENT
5.1 The following is a list of the system components which will be
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6.	 STARTING OF PIPING SYSTEMS
6.1 Collector Loop
a. Complete testing of collector loop as called for elsewhere in
three specifications.
b. Filling and Cleaning Precautions
(1) Cover collectors before filling or fill at night
(2) Do not operate pumps dry
(3) Do not over-pressurize system on initial fill
C.
	
Clean system with a solution of 1 gallon trisodium phosphate
.per 100 gallon water circulating for four hours. Check strainers
periodically, and clean as necessary to avoid damage to pump.
d. Drain cleaning solution and measure collector loop fluid volume
so that correct amount ethylene glycol can be added.
e. Flush system with clean water for two hours.
f. Collector loop filing procedure:
(1) Open vent at top of collectors
(2) Fill system with proper amount of ethylene glycol to provide
a 50% by volume solution.
(3) Add corrosion inhibitor as per manufacturer's recommendations.
°	 (4) Operate control valves as necessary to fill all piping and
remove all air from system.
(5) Close vent and add fluid to provide a nominal 30 psi gauge
pressure at module fill point.
(6) Operate system and check all vents to eliminate all air from
system.
(7) Add water to pressurize system as shown on mechanical plans.
6.2 Storage/Heating Loop
a. Complete testing of storage/heating loop as called for elsewhere
in these specifications.
b. Filling and cleaning precautions: same as above.
C.	 Flush storage tank with a hose.
d. Flush piping with clean water for two hours.
e. Storage/heating loop filling procedure:
(1) Add water to system up to proper level in storage tank.
(2) Operate control valves as necessary to fill all piping and
remove all air from system.
(3) Recheck storage tank level and fill accordingly.
(4) Add corrosion inhibitor in quantity specified.
6.3 System Operation
a. Uncover collectors and operate system for several days under
automatic control. Check system fluid levels, air vents, and
operating pressure periodically.
6.4 Contractor will be assisted by systems engineer. Submit results of





7. TEST I NG	 OF p04R QUA
7.1 Solar Heating System Piping: (except collector headers, storage
tank, and hose connections to collectors.)
a. Test after erection and before concealing or covering. Any
materials or workmanship found faulty shall be replaced or
repaired and sections or systems retested.
b. These systems shall be proven tight under a hydrostatic pres-
sure of 100 psig.
7.2 Collector Headers and Hose Connections to Collectors
a. Test after erection and before concealing or covering. Any
materials or workmanship found faulty shall be replaced or
repaired and sections or systems retested.
b. Cover collectors or conduct test at night.
	
C.	 These systems shall be proven tight under a hydrostatic pre-
sure of 50 psig.
• 7.3 Test results shall be submitted to Architect.
	
8.	 BALANCING OF SYSTEMS
8.1 Hydronic Systems
a. Balance flow rate of each pump to within 5% of specified flow
as shown on plans.
b. Balance flow rate through each branch circuit to within 5% of
specified flow as shown on plans.
8.2 Air Systems
	
a.	 Balance air system so as to provide flow rate at Solar Space
Heating Coil within 5% of specified flow rate as shown on plans.
8.3 Motor Amperages
	
a.	 Measure all motor amperages and compare with nameplate ratings.
8.4 Balancing results shall be submitted to Architect.
	
9.	 PIPE AND	 PIPE FITTINGS
9.1 Solar Heating System
	
a.	 Type "M" hard drawn copper tubing with wrought copper or cast
bronze fittings. Solder joints made with 95-5 tin-antimony solder.
9.2 Installation Method
	
a.	 According to manufacturer's instructions.
9.3 General Requirements
a. All piping shall be run parallel to adjoining building surfaces
and by the most direct route. Exposed piping shall be run as
close to ceiling and/or walls as possible.
b. All po,.ing shall be installed so as to allow for movement due
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C.
	
Install manual air vents as shown on plans and all high points
in the system.
d.	 Anchor vertical piping for support as required. Install pipe
hangers in horizontal piping at eight foot intervals. Pipe
hangers shall be FEM No. 36 11 or No. 365, or Autogrip, or equal.
Provide an eight inch section of rigid insulation for pipe
saddle within each hanger.
10. VALVES
10.1 Manufacturer
a.	 Valves shall be manufactured by Crane, Jenkins, Walworth, Powell,
Lunkenheimer, or Stockham, except as indicated.
10.2 Valves - Solar Heating System
a. Gate Valves,	 2" and Smaller
(1)	 125	 lb.	 steam,	 bronze body, solder end,	 solid wedge,
rasing	 stem.
b. Check Valves,	 2" and Smaller
(1)	 125	 lb.	 steam,	 bronze body, solder end,	 bronze disc,
swing check..
C. Ball	 Valves,	 2" and Smaller
(1)	 150	 lb.	 steam,	 brass	 body, screwed end or solder end, glass
reinforced Teflon Seats and stem seals,	 balancing stop,
brass ball,	 blow out proof brass stem and vinyl grip on
handles.
d. Drain Valves,	 2" and Smaller
(1)	 125	 lb.	 steam,	 bronze body, globe valve, screwed end or
solder end,	 composition disc.
e. Balance Valves
(1)	 Circuit setter balance valves as manufactured by Bell s
Gossett and sized as shown on the drawings.
10.3 Valve Tags
a.	 Each system valve shall be identified with a stamped numbered
brass tag. A schedule of valves including valve size, service,
manufacturer and location shall be submitted to Architect.
11,' SOLAR STORAGE TANKS
11.1 Procurement
a.	 The Solar Storage Tank will be supplied by Honeywell ERC.
11.2 Required Work	 -
a.	 The Mechanical Contractor shall install the Solar Storage
Tank as shown on plans.
11.3 The Mechanical Contractor shall provide and install the position
shown on the drawings, one Consolidated Brass (/120-207) self-cleaning
water gauge, rough body, aluminum wheels with two rods. Tested for
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12.1 General
a. Scope
(1) This section pertains to insulation of all solar heating
system piping supplied by the Mechanical Contractor.
b. Material
(1) Armstrong Armaflex, 3/4 inch thickness with waterproof
coating.
C.	 Installation
(1) Per manufacturer's recommendations. Waterproof all
sections exposed above the roof.
13. PLUMBING
13.1 Domestic Water Heater
a. Procurement
(1) The Domestic Water Heater and Mixing Valve will be
supplied by Honeywell ERC.
b. Required Work
(1) The Mechanical Contractor shall install the Domestic
Water Heater and Mixing Valve as shown on plans.
14. SOLAR COLLECTOR SUBSYSTEM
14.1 Scope
a.	 The Solar Collector Subsystem consists of the solar collectors,
collector header pining, flexible hose connections to each solar
collector, and the purge coil.
14.2 Procurement
a.	 These components of the collector subsystem to be supplied by
Honeywell ERD are shown on plans. All other materials required
for a complete installation shall be supplied by the Mechanical
Contractor.
14.3 Required Work
'a.	 The Mechanical Contractor shall install all above equipment as
shown on plans. Header assembly joints shall be made with 95-5
tin-antimony solder. During the joining process a heat sink
shall be provided between the coupling and the pre-insulated
header sections. The pre-insulated header sections shall not
be at temperatures greater than 2200F.
15. ENERGY TRANSPORT MODULE
15 .1 Procurement
a.	 The Energy Transport Module will be supplied by Honeywell ERC.
15.2 Required Work
a.	 The Mechanical Contractor shall install the Energy Transport







16. SOLAR SPACE HEATING COIL
16.1 Procurement
a.	 The Solar Space Heating Coil will be supplied by Honeywell ERC.
16.2 Required Work
a.	 The Mechanical Contractor shall install the Solar Space Heating
Coil as shown on plans.
17. ELECTRIC HEAT PUMP
17.1 Procurement
a.	 The Heat Pump will be supplied by Honeywell ERC.
17.2 Required Work
a.	 The Mechanical Contractor shall install the Heat Pump Components
as shown on plans.
18. CONTROLS AND INSTRUMENTATION
18.1 General
a.	 Refer to Solar Control Subsystem, Site Data Acquisition Subsystem
(SDAS).
18.2 Basic. Materials and Methods
a.	 Refer to Solar Control Subsystem, Site Data Acquisition Subsystem.
18.3 Sequence of Operation	 ,
a.	 Refer to Solar Control Subsystem plans.
19. CONTROL SUBSYSTEM
19.1 Scope
a.	 The Control Subsystem will include all controls necessary for
operation of the solar heating system.
19.2 Required Work
a.	 The Mechanical Contractor will • install and wire all controls
as shown on control subsystem wiring schematic. This will include
all line voltage wiring required.
19.3 Procurement of Control Devices
a.	 Control devices listed in Section (i.e., Solar Control Panel,
Aquastats, Thermostat, etc.) will be provided by Honeywell ERC.
This will include the control devices only, all other materials
necessary for a complete installation shall be provided by the
Mechanical Contractor.
19.4 Basic Materials
a.	 Control sensor wiring (Tp and TSg ) • Wiring from solar control
pane to control sensors T  and T SB shall he run in conduit






Power and control wiring: All line and low voltage wiring
shall be of size and type required by applicable codes, and
-	 supplied by Mechanical Contractor.
C.
	
Other Materials: All other materials required for a complete
installation of the Control Subsystem shall be supplied by
the Mechanical Contractor.
19.5 Basic Methods
a. Control device installation methods: As per applicable details
and/or instructions included with equipment.
b. Electrical wiring: As per all applicable codes.
20. SITE DATA ACQUISITION SUBSYSTEM
20.1 purpose
a.	 A Site Data Acquisition Subsystem (SDAS) will be installed to
evaluate the performance of the solar heating system as well as
determine the contribution of collected solar energy in reducing
the consumption of conventional energy. The Site Data Acquisition
Subsystem components will be furnished by NASA, consisting of
instrumentation sensors, junction box, Site Data Acquisition
Subsystem Module and a telephone interface.
20.2 Note that all materials and labor in the Site Data Acquisition




(1) The Mehcanical Contractor will install all sensors listed
in the instrumentation schedule. The sensor locations
are shown on the Site Data Acquisition Subsystem Schematic
and the mechanical plans. The Mechanical Contractor shall
install the sensors in the locations shown so as to provide
for accessibility and case of servicing.
b. Instrumentation Wiring
(1) The Mechanical Contractor shall perform all electrical
wiring from each sensor back to the Junction Box as shown
on details and described below.
C.	 Watt Transducer Installation
(1) Mechanical Contractor shall install and wire watt tranducers
on or near eauipment served, and revise factory wiring as
required. See Watt Transducer detail.
d. Site Data Acquisition Subsystem Module
(1) The Site Data Acquisition Subsystem Moduel will be furnished
by NASA, and installed  by the Meehan i ca 1 Contractor. The
installation location will be as shown on mechanical plans.
e. SDAS Telephone Interface
(1) NASA will provide the telephone installation required for the
SDAS.




f.	 SDAS Electrical Interface
(1) The SDAS will interface with a standard 110-125V, 60 Hertz,
I phase, 3 amp service. A standard 3 wire interface (safety
ground, power and return) with a standard twist lock outlet,
located within six feet of the SDAS, shall be provided by
the Mechanical Contractor. NASA shall provide a three pin




(1) NASA shall provide a Junction Box to the Mechanical Contractor
for installation in a location as shown on mechanical plans.
The Junction Box shall be located so that it is accessible
for wiring connections from the sensors into the top and
is within four feet of the SDAS location. At the required
mounting location, the Junction Box shall I: mot+ited using
the four mounting feet located at the top and L ttom of the
unit. Depending on the characteristics of the mounting surface,
molly bolts, wood screws or bolt/nut combinations shall be
used to mount the unit. The Junction Box shall be installed
in a top-up orientation.
b. Junction Box/Sensor Interface
(1) NASA will establish the wire run list which identifies where
each sensor wire attaches to the Junction Box. The Junction
Box will be prewired from the terminal strips to output
connectors by NASA prior to delivery to the site. Each
applicable sensor detail illustrates the sensor to Junction
Box wiring. The Mechanical Contractor shall connect sensor
wires to Junction Box terminals according to a wiring diagram
to be provided by NASA.
C.	 Junction Box/SDAS Module Interface Cables
(1) NASA will install the cables between the Junction Box and the
SDAS Module.
20.5 Restrictions On Use of Instrumentation
a.	 No monitoring, indicating or readout devices are to be connected
to the instrumentation sensors, i.e., paralleled with the Site
Data Acquisition Subsystem, without prior approval of "IASA.
20.6 Failed Sensor Replacement
a.	 The in,properly operating sensor will be identified to Honeywell
ERC after examination of the sensor for signs of physical damage
such as broken wires, loose connectors, loose terminals, etc.
If no physcial damage is apparent in the inspection, NASA shall
be notified for further instructions.
	
If mechanical damage is
apparent, the sensor shall be replaced by the Mechanical Contractor
with a sensor supplied by NASA. The defective sensor shall then






20.7 Installation Materials and Methods
a.	 Wiring from the sensors to the Junction Box shall be performed
by the Mechanical Contractor utilizing wire supplied by the
Mechanical Contractor. The wire size and number of conductors
required for each sensor type is specified in list below and
each sensor type is specified in list below and each sensor
detail, The Sensor-to-Junction Box wire shall be UL approved,
color-coded, audio and instrumentation grade cable of the
following manufacture or equal:
Alpha P/N 2421-18 gauge, 2 conductor
Dearborn P/N 972202-18 gauge, 2 conductor
Alpha P/N 2424-18 gauge, 4 conductor
Dearborn P/N 971804-18 gauge, 4.conductor
All externally exposed wire in the outdoor environment or
buried will be in conduit.




3 each (single element)
Temperature Sensors
	
6 each (dual element)
Wire nuts shall be replaced with a butt splice in areas where
the connections are exposed to vibration.0






If terminations conflict with local codes, local codes shall
be applicable.
b.	 Other Materials
(1) All other materials necessary for installation of the
sensors shall be provided by the M,.chanical Contractor.
This would include but riot be limited to, pipe fittings,
fasteners, electrical enclosures, terminal blocks,
electrical wiring, clectrical conduit, and any other
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t. All temperature sensor3 shall he located so as to
avoid accident.'Tl damage to the sensor head assembly.
2. Dow Corning DC-340 heat transfer grease shall be
applied to the bottom of the temperature probe prior
to insertion into the thermowell.
S. In areas i n here there is n mixing of flo+%s. the
temperature sensor shall be mounted a minimum
of twenty (20) pipe diameters downstream of the
point of mixing.
.1. All temperatu re sensors shall be identified with a
brass tag.
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